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Report synopsis

This report is concerned with the security necessary to protect the confidentiality,integrity, and availability of information. Total security would, however, be pro-hibitively expensive and unacceptably restrictive. Systems managersare thereforeobliged to maketrade-offs, with a view to achieving acceptablesecurity at a reasonablecost. To do this, they need to be constantly developing and improvingthereliabilityof methodsfor identifying threats, and for preventing and detecting breaches ofsecurity. It isa long-term process because political, business, legal, and cultural changesmeanthat security procedures can never be considered permanent.

 



Chapter 1
The need for a systems security policy

The subject of systems security attracts a lot of
attention in the press and other media. Scare
stories abound about multimillion-dollar
financial frauds, malevolent viruses, and the
devastating exploits of computer hackers. While
most organisations are never likely to
experienceall these kinds of calamities, systems
security is, quite rightly, a matter of growing
concern worldwide. Most systems managers are
well aware that threats to security are real ♥
that inadequate security leadsto lossesofassets,
money, time, effort, reputation, and com-
petitive edge. Everyone wouldlike security to
be better.
It is, however, very difficult to assess the true
nature of the threats to systems security. Such
threats are exceedingly diverse in nature. They
may derive from obvious causeslike fire and
water, from accident, from error, from some
form of sabotage, or from unidentified risks.
What makes the subject especially complicated,
however, is that each threat can affect every
systemsasset within the organisation. There are
therefore potentially thousandsofrisks.
Almost as many measures might be put in place
in an effort to counteract these potential
threats, some of which are extremely unlikely
to occur, but would have a catastrophic effect
if they did. The complex nature of the potential
threats to systems security and the way in which
they interact mean that security will be only as
good as the weakest link in any set of measures
put in place to counteract them ♥ problems will
occur whereinterfaces are weak, hackers will
work around the existing measuresthat protect
computers, and burglars will not bother to pick
a good lock if they can quickly kick down a
weak plasterboard wall.
While the dramatic stories in the media do
nothing to encourage a rational approach to
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systems security, bringing together all the
elements that are essential for good security
does require a coherent and comprehensive
policy, endorsed by senior management, and
reviewed periodically in the light of political,
business, and cultural changes. With such a
policy in place, systems managerswill be in a
position to allocate sensible priorities to the
various aspects of security, to control costs, to
assign appropriate responsibilities, and to be
confident in the knowledge that as changes
occur in the business environment, securityis
maintained.

Security threats are real
Losses resulting from breaches of security may
be divided into three main categories ♥
deliberate actions (fraud and sabotage),
accidents, anderrors. Figures on the incidence
of such events and the losses resulting from
them are extremely difficult to come by. A
French insurance organisation, Les Sociétés
d☂Assurance contre l☂Incendie et les Risques
Divers (APSAIRD), does, however, regularly
report losses in France. During 1988, these
amounted to some FFr8,130 million
($1.3 billion). The number of events causing
these losses and the costs incurred in each
category areillustrated overleaf in Figure 1.1.
The 1988 figure represents a 3 per cent increase
over 1987 and a 560 per cent increase over 1984.
Webelieve that the enormous increase over
1984 is primarily due to a widening of the
definition of a computer-related loss. As it
became more and more unusualto transact
business without the involvement of a
computer, a larger proportion of losses became
classified as ☁computer-related☂. The same
phenomenonis evidentin the United Kingdom,
wherelosses are estimated to have increased by
a factor of 10 over the last six years. In the
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Figure 1.1 Threats to systems security are real ♥ tens of thousands of events cause losses each year,

The pie charts show the number and cost of events causing losses in France in 1988. We believe that the figures arereasonably indicative of what happens in other European countries.
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United States, however, where loss reportinghas been of a much more open nature for manyyears, and wherethedefinition of computer-related loss is well established, losses areestimated to have increased by a factor of only2 to 3 over a similarperiod. We believe that thecurrent low annual increase in computer-relatedloss (3 per cent) reported by APSAIRD is areflection of the increased awareness in Europeof the need for systems security and theeffectiveness of the countermeasures applied.Nevertheless, we suspect that the rate ofincrease in Europeis likely to climb nearer tothe American rate of increase, which iscurrently about 20 per cent a year.
That losses also occur in other Europeancountries is indisputable, and APSAIRD☂sfigures are likely to be indicative of whathappenselsewhere. Miscellaneousstatistics andreports appear in the press. Many moreincidents undoubtedly take place, but thevictims, understandably, choose to remainsilent.

In the United Kingdom,fraud (including com-puter-related fraud)is reported to cost between£400 million ($700 million) and $2.5 billion($4 billion) annually. The distribution of lossesspecifically due to computer-related fraud is

illustrated in Figure 1.2 (size of loss) andFigure 1.3 (nature offraud). In France, some 70cases of computer-related crime were reportedin 1989, including a loss of FFr10 million($1.7 million) by a stockbroking company. InSwitzerland, Manufacturers Hanover reported
 Figure 1.2 Very few cases of computer-related fraudin the United Kingdom in 1989 involvedmore than £1 million ($1.75 million)
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Figure 1.3 In the United Kingdom, the most commontypes of computer-related fraud in 1988 were illegal funds
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a write-off of $50 million due to fraudulent
foreign-exchange transactions. During the
period 1987 to 1989, attempts were made to
defraud major Swedish corporations of some
Skr580 million ($95 million). Much more
common, however, are smaller-scale, less
spectacular frauds, carried out over longer
periods of time, as Figure 1.2 illustrates.
Sabotageis related to fraudin the sense that it
is deliberately instigated. Within Europe, some
60 computer-related incidents of sabotage have
been reported over the last 10 years. Some of
them were extremely violent, resulting in major
damage to, or total destruction of, computer
sites.
Accidents may be caused by people, or be the
result of natural disasters. During the winter
storms of 1989, both the Rhine and Seinerivers
flooded, causing damage to computer in-
stallations. Burst water mains in London had
asimilar effect. High winds interrupted power
supplies and halted computer systems. Fire
destroyed one of Digital Equipment Cor-
poration☂s customer-service administration
offices, causing damage estimated at £38 million
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($65 million), and during October 1989,
earthquakes damaged computer and power
installations in San Francisco and over 70
buildings in the Bay area were damaged beyond
repair.
Errors can create problems throughout a
business and may lead to real or potential
security problems. In one episode that was
described to us during the research for this
report, an illusive software fault blocked access
to auser☂s complete database for two days. This
fault severely restricted batch and online
operations and created concern at boardlevel.
Back-up procedures would have been of only
limited help because the problem was notin the
hardware. The user could do nothing but wait
until the problem was fixed. Another well
publicised error occurred during January 1990
when a software fault seriously degraded
AT&T☂s long-distance telephone system in the
United States. Again, very little could be done
until technicians were able to devise a
temporary solution. Software flaws were also
implicatedin the failure of a US Therac medical
linear accelerator system, resulting in the deaths
of three people.
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Direct costs are, of course, only one of the
penalties of such breachesof systemssecurity.
The consequential losses in money, time, and
effort of a major security breach are more
serious. According to APSAIRD, they account
for some 63 per cent of total losses, in money
terms. In terms of time, they are also verysignificant: US estimates put the immediate
recovery time from a computerdisaster at anaverage of 8.5 weeks, with total recovery at
eight months, assuming the existence of arecovery plan. Businessefficiency is reported
to fall to between 60 and80 percent onthefirst
day of a computer-centre loss, and down to10 per cent after 10 days. Moneyis frequently
recoverable, but time and effort neverare.
Further potential forms of loss are those ofreputation and competitive position. A majorfinancialloss or a badly handled disaster mightbe expected to have an impact on corporatereputation. In practice, large companies thatsurvive theinitial loss or disaster seem able tocontinue perfectly well afterwards. Thecriticalrequirement is to survive the immediatedisaster. The impact of systems problems oncompetitive position is real, however. Com-panies can lose customers or havetheir businessotherwise affected by bad service or lack ofsystemsavailability.

Assessing threats to systemssecurity is difficult
Systems security is a very complex subject.Threats and the measures to counteract themare very varied, they interact with each other,and they cross disciplinary and functionalboundaries. While there is a very low probabilityof someof the potential threats ever occurring,the damage could be catastrophic if such anevent wereto occur. There are almost as manypossible measures that might be putin place tocounteract these potential threats, but verylittle guidance is available in the form ofinternational standards or even in guidelines onthe subject.
Threats to security are very varied
Someofthe potential threats to systemssecurityand possible countermeasuresareillustrated inFigure 1.4. It shows security as an apparentlyloose collection of disparate items that are

  

drawn togethersimply because they have someinfluence on security. Each facet of securityisconnected in some way, not only to itsneighbours, but also to all of the otheritems.Finance,for example,is clearly related to audit,whichis, in turn, related to detection. Theseitems also relate to access control, softwarecontrols, and physical security. Similarly,contingencyplansare clearly related to audit,to safety/quality issues, and to hackers andviruses, but they are related also to businesssecurity, physicalsecurity, insurance, and riskanalysis. To complicate things even further, thepossible threats also change with time, tech-nology, and business circumstances.
Surroundingthesecurity subject is a wide rangeof business pressures and requirements, someof which are shownin thefigure. Theyincludesuch factors as national and European legaldevelopments, the relationship between mediacoverage and companycredibility in the eventof a security breach, changing technology, theneedto act quickly, the need to make businesssystems easy to use and yet secure, as well asthe level of cost and effort that can be expendedon the subject.

Manythreats are of very low probability
Some potential threats have an extremely lowprobability and are practically impossible toprevent, but would have a devastating effectif they were to occur. The probability of anairliner crashing on a particular building, forexample, is extremely small, but would betotally disastrous. Risk analysts call this levelof catastrophic result from a low-probabilityevent the zero-infinity dilemma (ZID). Thedangerof the ZID is that it can inhibit actionon those activities about which something canbe done. Deciding whether or not a risk issufficiently serious to justify countermeasuresdepends almost entirely on the businessenvironment. Whatis a seriousrisk in bankingmaybe an acceptable risk in manufacturing, forexample.

Many countermeasures are possible
Overthe years, systems managers have learnthow to dealwith manyof the threats faced bybusiness. A wide range of technical and non-technical countermeasuresis possible. Some are
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Figure 1.4 Security has manyfacets that have to be managed within the constraints imposed by businesspressures and business requirements
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complex and expensive; others require manage-
mentor legal support. Few, however, are totally
effective in isolation.

Countermeasures may be installed for three
purposes ♥ prevention, detection, and miti-
gation. To be complete, any practical set of
countermeasuresshould include an elementof
each. In this way, management can attempt to
prevent threats becomingrisks, to detect risks
if they occur, and should a risk occur, either to
recover from the eventorto limit the damage.
Underlying each kind of countermeasure is a
series of enabling techniques that can either
singly, or in combination, be used to create
countermeasures. Examples of these techniques
include encryption, monitoring, data analysis,
personnel policies, and software alarms.

Existing standards do not provide
much useful guidance
For many years, European standards bodies
have been concerned with standards for
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computers. Building on this, work is currently
underway at CEN/CENELEC (the European
Committee for Standardization and the Euro-
pean Committee for Electro-technical Standard-
ization) and at the office of DG XIII at the
European Community on the standardisation of
electronic business procedures and their impact
on security, risk analysis, and the need for
policies, and perhapsevenlegislation. This work
is an indication of the importance of systems
security issues within international business, but
much of it may take a long time to become
commercially significant. In the meantime,
there are no standard approaches to systems
security, and the available methods are
considered by many systems managers to be
over-simple and incomplete.

Ad hoc measures are not adequate
The subject of systems security includes every-
thing from locks on doors, staff honesty, and
database-accesscontrol, to fire protection, the
selection of buildings, and the political and
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cultural environment. These different aspects
of security are usually handled by different
people in an uncoordinated way, to varying
levels of effectiveness. When security is
managed (or mismanaged)in this way, there will
always be gaps betweendisciplines and between
business-control systems. Wheresuchgapsexist,
it is possible for accidents to occur and forattackers from inside or outside the business tocircumvent the measures that do exist. Even
where there are nosignificant gaps in controlsystems,all the links in the security chain must
be of similar strength, if unexpected breaches
are not to occur.
An ad hoc approachto security will mean thatmanagementcan neverbesure of getting thesecurity it requires. It is quite impossible tomanage a myriad of unconnected and undefinedrequirements and proceduresin a consistent and
comprehensive manner.

A comprehensive security policyis essential
Whatis required is a general policy for allaspects of security (not just systems security)throughout the organisation. Such a policyshould provide the framework within which thedetailed analysis of risks, the implementationof appropriate countermeasures, the main-tenance of an appropriate level of security, andthe testing of security procedures, can be putin place and controlled. The role of seniormanagementis to initiate the preparation ofsuch a policy, and to provide guidance aboutspecific concerns and priorities that it shouldhave. Senior management should also be pre-pared to endorse the policyto giveit strengthand effectiveness where required. The policywill need to be reviewed periodically at seniormanagementlevel in thelight of political, busi-ness, legal, and cultural changes. The systemssecurity policy should then be developed withinthe frameworkofthe overall policy on security.

Purpose and structure of the report
Systems security is a subject that is widelycovered in the media, but the emphasis isusually on dramatic stories about the subversionof vastly expensive computer systems by gangsof mastercriminals, or by juveniles armed witha personal computer. The mismatch between

such reports and the experience of mostbusinesses tends to lead either to scepticaldisbelief about the merits of spending anythingon systems security, or to a conviction thatspending more and more will prevent allconceivable disasters from happening. Neitheris, of course, a valid response to the problem.Spending nothing on systems security leavesallthe systems assets exposed to every possiblethreat; attemptingto achievetotal security willmake it impossible to use the systems in anormal business environment.
It is the purpose of this report to providesystemsdirectors with a sensible approach tosystemssecurity. No approach will provide totalsecurity against all the possible threats tocomputer systems, but if systems directorsintroduce a comprehensive policy, based on asystematic analysis of possible threats and onsensible trade-offs between cost and risks, theymay be confident that they have taken allreasonable precautions to guarantee theintegrity of their companies☂ computer systems.
In carrying out the researchfor this report, wesoughtthe viewsof experts in the securityfield,and interviewed representatives of manyorganisations with varying levels of systemssecurity provisions in place. We also revieweda wide range of the technical and specialistliterature on the subject of computersecurity.A selected bibliographyis included at the endof the report for those who wish to delve moredeeply into some of the more detailed aspectsof systems security. The scope of the researchanddetails of the research team are describedin Figure 1.5.
We have also built on the findings in ourprevious report on computer security (Report51, Threats to Computer Systems), which waspublished in 1986. Since then, the subject hasattracted a great deal more attention. Legis-lation has been enacted in many countries to tryto restrict computer-related crime, and there areplenty of techniquesavailable to counter threatsto systems security. The main concern now ishow to manage them effectively.
It is imperative that organisations have acorporate security policy in place, which setsthe guidelines for preparingthe specific systemssecurity policy. Within the context of acorporate policy, a corporate security ethic can
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be established andall aspects of systems security
can be designed in a consistent and com-
prehensive manner. In Chapter 2, we describe
how a corporate statementon security will set
the frameworkfor the systemssecurity policy,
how responsibilities should be allocated
throughout the organisation, and how pro-
cedures should be instituted to enforce the
policy onceit is in place. Wealso draw attention
to the need for contingency planning, for
ensuring that funds are allocated to systems
security, and for reviewing and testing the
policy regularly to keep it in line with
developments in the business environment.
The security committee, or other body re-
sponsible to the board forall aspects of security,
needs to define the risks faced by each
department within the business. As the use of
computers becomes more widespread through-
out the business, an increasing proportion of the
risks will be computer-related. The security
committee must ensure that the relative
severity of the computer-related risks is assessed
so that it is in a position to allocate sensible
priorities to the implementation of measures to
counter them. Risk analysis methods will serve
as the basis for this task. In Chapter 3, we
explain how risk analysis works, what its
advantages and disadvantages are, and what

factors ought to be consideredin selecting an
appropriate method for a particular set of
business circumstances.
While risk analysis can identify the kind of
threats to look for and the areas in which such
threats might have the greatest impact on the
business, it cannot identify specific threats. It
is therefore essential to know whatto look for,
where to look, and how to seek out the sources
of potential problems. Chapter4 provides advice
in these areas.
In Chapter 5, we concentrate on the main
preventive measuresthat can be taken against
threats to systems security. Since the sources
of possible threats are very varied, the measures
that can be taken to counter them are very
wide-ranging ♥ from making passwords more
secure and using tokensfor basic security, to
the use of biometric methods for very-high-
security systems. The choice will depend on the
level of security that is required, for the key to
preventing breaches of security in a cost-
effective manneris to choose countermeasures
that are appropriate to the level and typeofrisk
to the business.
Prevention is, however, only part of the task
of ensuring that systems are secure. Since no
 

Figure 1.5 Research team and scopeof the research

The research for the report was carried out between
November 1989 and June 1990 and was led by Roger
Hart, a senior consultant with Butler Cox in London. Heis
a specialist in systems specification and telecommuni-
cations and has experience in the design of systems
software. He wasassisted, in particular, by:
♥ Simon Forge,a principal consultant in Butler Cox☂s

Paris office, with considerable experiencein thefield of
systems development and security-related issues.

♥ Lothar Schmidt, a senior consultant in Butler Cox☂s
Munichoffice.

♥ Robin Sherman, an associate of Butler Cox, and a
specialist consultantin the field of systems security.

♥ Adrian Norman, an associate of Butler Cox, who has,
for many years, specialised in systems security issues.

Further research was carried out by John Cooper
(Australia), Loredana Carpinella (Italy), Per Hansen
(Sweden), and Onno Schroder (Netherlands).
As well as conducting an extensive review of the
publishedliterature, we conducted interviews with 

specialists in systems security, suppliers of security
systems and software, and Foundation members, many of
whom replied to the questionnaire sent out at the
beginning of the research. Subsequently, we held a series
of workshopsin the United Kingdom, France, and the
Netherlands to identify the primary sources of threats and
ways ofeliminating or controlling them. We followedthis
up with postal questionnaires to members in France and
Germany, and telephoneinterviews with membersin the
United Kingdom.
Weinterviewed experts in security in France, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Sweden, the United States, and the United
Kingdom. In Germany, we spoke to a leading member of
the Chaos Club (one of the best-known groups of
hackers), and in the United Kingdom,to investigators from
within the police and telecommunications-investigation
agencies, to whom special thanks are due.
Wealso drew on the experience of our in-house experts
and on our consulting work in the telecommunications and
systems development areas. To confirm someof the
claims madein theliterature, we made use ofdial-up
modemservices to access bulletin boards.   
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system can everbe totally secure without be- quickly to any breaches of security, so that thecoming unusable,it is important that measures damagecaused byaccidents or malpractice canare also in place to detect breaches that do be minimised. Advice on these two aspects ofoccur. There mustalso be plans for responding systemssecurity is given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Developing a corporate-wide security policy

In Chapter 1, we identified the need for a
corporate-wide policy on overall security
(including systems security), to ensure thatall
security issues are fully covered, that security
is given the attention it deserves within the
organisation, and that everyone understands
what is required. In this chapter, we describe
how a corporate statement on security will set
the framework for the policy, how responsi-
bilities should be allocated throughout the
organisation, and how procedures should be
instituted to enforce and test the policy once
it isin place. We also draw attention to the need
for contingency planning, for ensuring that
funds are allocated to security (to ensure that
the policy can continue to be properly
implemented), and for reviewing the policy
regularly to keep it in line with developments
in the business environment and technology.

Issue a corporate statement on
security

A security policy document should contain a
corporate statement on overall security, with
the objective of creating a security ethic within
the company. In this sense, security is like
quality; it is fundamentally an attitude of mind,
and must permeate the activities of everyone
in the organisation. The document should
explain that the purpose of a corporate policy
is to protect both the company and those whom
it employs.It should makeit clear that the policy
applies to everyone, to a greater or lesser
extent, and define the legal duties that everyone
has. These will, of course, vary from country
to country, but will normally include relevant
corporate legislation, industry-specific legis-
lation, and (for the systems security aspects of
the policy) the implications of data-protection
legislation.
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The policy document should explain the degree
of protection to be given to each of the
company☂s assets. Each asset, and particularly
a data asset, has three security-related
properties ♥ availability, confidentiality, and
integrity. What is required in terms of
availability can be fairly simply addressed by
deciding how long the organisation could
manage without a particular asset. The
appropriate levels of confidentiality and
integrity are decided by assessing what would
happenif confidentiality were breachedorif
some of the records were wrong. Obviously, the
degree of emphasis given to each of these
properties may vary ♥ for example, the lack of
availability or integrity of a stock file may be
disastrous for a manufacturer, while its con-
fidentiality may be relatively unimportant; the
confidentiality of a medical record, on the other
hand, may be of greater importance thanits
availability. The appropriate levels of protection
for each type of asset must be specified in the
policy document.

The corporate statement on overall security
should also makeit clear where the responsi-
bility lies for enacting the policy. Security may
be controlled and audited from the centre, with
security specialists defining the type andlevel
of security to be applied. Alternatively, an
☁ownership☂ approach may be adopted, in which
those responsible for the asset also define the
level of security required, and pay for it. The
choice of approach will depend on corporate
managementstyle, the risks involved, and the
technical skills required.

Allocate responsibilities at all levels
Responsibility for security in its widest sense
clearly belongs at board level. The legal
responsibility of board members for security is
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unclear, however. In the United States,
security-related claims against directors and
officers are increasing at a rate of 15 to 20 per
cent annually. In West Germany, companyofficers may be made liable for negligent
management.
Thereis no need for the whole board to becomeinvolved. One membershould chair a committeeof experienced managers to formulate a com-prehensive policy. These managers must knowthe business well, and ideally, have worked inseveral functional areas. The critical require-mentsare to provide control over, and supportfor, security, to set priorities, to draw attentionto the residual risks arising from the agreedpolicy, to review operational changes to thepolicy, and to see that the policy is reviewedregularly.
Responsibility must be delegated downwardsfrom the committee, with everyone bearing atleast some basic level of responsibility. Thesystemssecurity policy will obviously form animportantpart of the overall security policy, andclearly, some departments andstaff will beara heavier burden than others in this area ♥ forexample, internal audit, legal, and systemswillhave specific responsibilities for the systems-related aspects of the security policy. These

responsibilities will be defined by the securitycommittee on the basis of the results of the riskanalysis that it will commission. Each depart-ment must be able to implementits part of thesecurity policy, and each must be aware of theprocedures andassets that will be audited aspart of a regular security-audit process. Re-sponsibilities for carrying out the security auditandits timing should also be defined.
The policy committee must consider how overallsecurity is to be managed. Only very largeorganisations can justify a specialist securitymanager, responsible for physical security,systems security, document security, and soon. In most organisations, these tasks areshared amongthe building-management, com-puter-management, business-management, andpersonnel functions. If these are left asseparately managed functions, security mayprove to be unsatisfactory; they must becoordinated to avoid incomplete coverage, andhence, gaps in security. Figure 2.1 illustrates thepoint.
The figure also shows that the security policyandthe rules and procedures for each individualarea of security need to be audited and revised.The audit process may,at one extreme,take theform of checklists that are used to verify that
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Chapter 2 Developing a corporate-wide security policy

the rules and procedures are being adhered to
and are effective. At the other extreme, the
policy, rules, and procedures may be formally
reviewed by security specialists. The policy
committee should ensure that the most
appropriate form of security audit is carried out
at regular intervals, and that any necessary
revisions are made to the policy, rules, and
procedures.
The risk analysis process, described in
Chapter3, will indicate whetherthere is a need
for systems security specialists. In 70 per cent
of the organisations we studied, the manage-
ment of mainframe and minicomputersecurity
wasa full-time job for at least one member of
staff. Simply managing a mainframe access-
control package can occupy nearly all a
specialist☂s time. Indeed,in the bankingsector,
there is often a whole department of systems
security specialists.

Specify how the policy will be
enforced
Because overall security is such an important
matter, some sanctions must be putin place for
failure to abide by the security measures.
Ultimately, serious breaches of security may
demand dismissal of staff or require legal action.
This imposesa responsibility on those managing
security to ensure that people are aware of the
sanctions and that the preventive, audit, and
detection mechanisms are sound enough to
justify the sanctions.
In practice, organisations will need to institute
a graduated series of enforcement procedures
and measures. In one organisation we spoketo,
the role of the systems security manager was
to ☁keep a fatherly eye☂ on users, and users, in
turn, saw the security measures as an aid to
good practice. At the other extreme, in an
organisation with a more draconian approach
to systems security, users were alienated from
the security function. Because of the lack of
trust, potential security breaches went un-
reported because no-one was prepared to admit
to mistakes. A third organisation had created
an unnecessary administrative layer in its
approachto systems security by insisting that
the personal computer support group report
virus outbreaks to the security team, when
members of the group could very well have
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cured them themselves. This approach led to
disgruntled users and a conflict of loyalties
within the personal computer support group.
Boththe☁strict discipline☂ and the ☁fatherly eye☂
approachesto enforcementshould be reflected
in those aspects of the policy that relate to
systems security. In this way, systemsusers will
be awarethat serious offences are punishable,
but that makingerrors or being responsible for
omissionswill not be treated as serious offences
but will indicate where help and guidance are
required.

Plan for contingencies
Contingencyplans specifying what to do in the
eventof a breach in systemssecurity must also
be created, tested, and maintained. Contingency
planning for IT can be expensive, and the risks
to which the organisation is exposed need to
justify the cost. The level of contingency-plan
testing among membersis not high: only half of
Foundation members fully test their back-up
systems annually, and some 40 per cent have
never reviewed their plans (see Figure 2.2,
overleaf), although in their defence, many of
them had only recently instituted IT con-
tingency planning. We suggest that contingency
plans should be exercised every year, as a
minimum, and reviewed every two years.
Aspart of the contingency-planning process, the
procedures to be followed in the event of
security-related incidents such as virus
infection, the accessing of networks by hackers,
and suspicion of fraud should be specified.
Following problems caused by hackers and virus
attacks, Internet in the United States has now
formed a Computer Emergency Response Team
with a 24-hour hotline for users to report
problems. Network users must know whoto
contact if such an event should occur, and what
to do if a breach of security is discovered
immediately prior to a weekend or a public
holiday.

Budget for security
Security costs money, time, and effort. Our
research indicates that expenditure on systems
security ranges from 1 to 2 per cent of total
systems expenditure in manufacturing and
retail organisations to 12 per cent in some

11
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Figure 2.2 Only half of Foundation membersfully test

their contingency plans annually, and
some40 per cent have never
reviewed them
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banks. These costs must be weighed care-fully against the associated risks. Wheredepartments or business groups are requiredto implement security measures, they musteither fund them themselves, or agree to carryout the measuresin return for funding from thecentre.

The cost of implementing security measuresneed not be onerous, however. One Foundationmember we spoke to had a security reviewconducted by consultants, who found that
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documentsecurity was weak. Apart from thecost of the security study, the only further costwas a few shredding machinesthat were fundedout of day-to-day expenditure.
Nevertheless, some measures are quite costly.The cost of installing and implementing acomprehensive access-control package for amainframe can run into several man-years ofeffort. Although the purchase and licensingcosts are moderate, they are dwarfed by thecosts of the effort required to set the packageup to achieve good security in a specificinstallation.

Review the policy regularly
Thesecurity policy will be drafted in the contextof currentsocial, political, legal, business, andtechnological factors, and changes in any ofthese will require changes in operatingpractices, which, in turn, should initiate changesin the security policy. In this way, the policycan be kept up to date by the securitycommittee on a short-term basis. The policyshould also be independently reviewed everyfouror five years so that board-level concernsand longer-term business and technologychangesare not overlooked. There should be noneed to repeat the risk analysis in everyfunctional area at each of these reviews,because modifications will have been made, inthe interim, in line with operating needs. Therisk analysis should be redone only in areaswhereit is essential at the time of the review.
The procedure for carrying out theinitial riskanalysis in the systems area is described inChapter 3. It will providethe basis for specifyingappropriate levels of protection for theorganisation☂s systems assets, and for allocatingindividual responsibilities for aspects of systemssecurity within the organisation.
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In Chapter 2, we alluded to the use of risk
analysis, which the security committee would
use as a basis for defining the risks faced by each
part of the business, and for comparing those
risks to assess their relative severity. In this
chapter, we explain how risk analysis works,
how it can be applied in the systems area, what
its advantages and disadvantagesare, and what
factors ought to be considered in selecting an
appropriate method for a particular set of
business circumstances.

Risk analysis works in a similar
way to quality control
Risk analysis is used to identify and document
an organisation☂s assets, the threats to which
those assets are subjected, and the risks that
would result from a breach of security that
would occur if the threats are allowedto act
upon the assets. The severity of a risk can be
estimated by multiplying the impact of a breach
of security by the probability of the security
breach occurring. The impact will depend on the
value of the asset, the business implications of
the asset not being available, and the time
required to replace or repair the asset. The
probability of the security breach occurring will
depend on the frequency at which the threat
is likely to occur and the vulnerability of the
asset. These complex relationships are
summarised in Figure 3.1.
Theseverity of a risk can be reduced by taking
countermeasures to reduce either the proba-
bility of a security breach occurring or the
impactof a security breach, should it occur. For
example, the business may depend on a
computer system (the asset), which could be
threatened by water(the threat) getting into the
computer room. A breach of security would
occurif the computer room were to become
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Chapter 3
Carrying out risk analysis

flooded, which would meanthatcritical busi-
ness-support systems could not be run until the
computer had been repaired or replaced (the
impact). Suitable countermeasures would
include a drainage system (to minimise the
probability of the security breach occurring) and
a back-up site (to minimise the impact of the
security breach should it occur). The choice of
countermeasures will depend on their feasi-
bility, reliability, effectiveness, and cost, the
probability of the security breach occurring, and
the impact of the breachif it does occur.
 

Figure 3.1 The severity of a risk is determined by the
probability of a security breach occurring
and its impact

High

Highrisk Very high risk

Impact
of security
breach

Low risk Highrisk

Low
Low High
Probability of security breach occurring

Security breach = Threat acting upon an asset
Risk = (Impact of security breach) x (Probability of breach

occurring)
Impactis a function of value of asset, business implications
of asset not being available, and time required to replace or
repair asset
Probability is a function of the frequency of the threat and the vulnerability of the asset   
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The processofrisk analysis is very similar to the
process of designing for quality. Quality is
generally defined as fitness for purpose and
has attributes such as value-for-money, pro-
duct robustness, and reliability. Security, too,
must deliver value-for-money, be robust in
the face of threat, work when required, and
coverall threats. Like quality, security aims
to achieve zero defects, so it is worth examin-
ing how quality management achieves this
goal.
Shigeo Shingo, who taught production engi-
neering at Toyota, and Genichi Taguchi, winner
of a prestigious award for his contribution to
Japanese industrial standards, are widely re-spected for their work in zero-defect manu-facture and design. Shingo has proposed achecklist approach, designed to eliminate
defects by continual product and process check-ing. The checking procedures are sometimesmanual, but are more often embedded inautomated procedures andtools. Improvementsare fed back to the checking procedures as soonas any residualerrors are detected. The aim ofTaguchi☂s work is to achieve highly robustsolutions at an affordable cost. In essence, hisapproach is to examine combinations ofsolutions to test their effectiveness in com-bination, rather than oneat a time. The idea isto make products that can withstand the abusesof everyday handling, without failure orunexpected mishap.

Risk analysis emulates this approach, byformulating a checklist of the threats, assets,andrisks to the business. This checklist can beused when designing information systems andfor subsequent audit work. Risk analysis alsoseeks to identify the most suitable set ofcountermeasures ♥ thatis, those that are mosteffective over the widest range ofthreats. Theapproach can be expected to address the twomain aspects of security ♥ the controlof threatsdueto accidents anderrors, which account forsome95 per cent of events and over 50 per centof losses, and the control of threats due todeliberate actions, such as fraud and damage.The means of identification, detection, andelimination may be different, but the centralmanagement technique remains the same.
For the purposes of risk analysis, assets arevalued either absolutely, in moneyterms,or ona scale of value, from low to crucial. The impactof any given asset☂s not being available musttake account of the length of time that thebusiness could continue to function without thatasset. Figure 3.2 gives some examples and showsthat someassets should be given a very high riskanalysis value, whatevertheir monetary value.The risk analysis values should also be consistentwiththe criticality of the assets to the associatedbusiness function.

In the risk analysis process, the threats, theassets they threaten, andtherisks they produce
 

without a particular asset
Figure 3.2 Risk analysis should take into account the length of time that the business could continue to operate
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are documented. The procedureis repeated for
all significant assets and threats. This means
that a large amount of information has to be
collected and tabulated. To dothis efficiently
and effectively, both top-down and bottom-up
approaches are necessary. For some installa-
tions, the smallest valid asset/threat com-
bination might be a minicomputer; for another,
it might well be as small as the quality of hinges
onan access door. To avoid too muchirrelevant
detail, a top-down approach, whichestablishes
the frameworkfor analysis, is essential. Tabu-
lation stops when threat/asset combinations
start to fall below previously agreed risk-
acceptance criteria. Of course, some threats
arise from highly specific technical causes, such
as tiny flaws in operating systems, small weak-
nesses in networking, and so on. A ☁bottom up☂
approach will be more appropriate in such
instances, and software and telecommuni-
cations specialists will need to be involved to
identify the threats and vulnerabilities.
Once an analysis of the potential threats, and
the assets on which they have an impact has
been conducted, the level of risk involved can
be assessed. One way of doingthis is to plot the
risks according to the probability of the security
breach occurring and the impactof the breach
should it occur (as depicted in Figure 3.3). The
size of each impact is assessed, either in
monetary or other terms ♥ for example, the
 

    

Figure 3.3 Plotting risks according to the probability
of a breach occurring and the impact of
the breach helps to determine wherecounter-measures or insurance are
appropriate, and where the risk can
be accepted
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importanceof the asset to the business, or the
effect of its loss on the operations of the
company. The probability of a breach in security
occurring is more difficult to assess, however,
because it depends on the vulnerability of the
asset, the frequency at whichthethreatis likely
to occur, and the effectiveness of the measures
in place to counter the threat. For example:

♥ Thelikelihoodoffire is equally low for large
and small buildings, and the counter-
measures are similar and equally effective.
The frequency of the threat does not
increase with the value of the asset. Thus,
fire is normally a low-probability/high-impact
risk, and is usually countered by insurance
and measures to protect life and property.

♥ Wherelarge sums of moneyare involved, the
probability of theft or fraud and the impact
of such an event increase with the value of
the asset. This represents a_ high-
probability/high-impactsituation, and strong
countermeasures will be required.

♥ Security breaches that fall into the high-
probability/low-impact area also justify
countermeasures, if only to reduce the
frequency of occurrence of threats to
acceptable proportions.

♥ Low-probability/low-impact events are can-
didates for acceptance as normal commercial
risks, or could be covered by general
insurance.

Plotting the identified risks in this way helps to
show them in context, and reveals where the
lines should be drawn betweenrisk acceptance,
insurance, and the need for countermeasures
(see Figure 3.3). The positions of knownrisks
will act as indicators of the appropriate positions
for risks of a similar nature.
Obviously, the risks caused by high-probability,
high-impact security breaches should be
addressed first. The selection of counter-
measures dependson three main factors: their
effectiveness, their robustness, and their cost.
The set of countermeasures chosen should be
effective across as wide a range of threats as
possible, and not be easily subverted or
rendered ineffective through human or other
errors. Well designed security procedures are
robust, in that they provide a consistent level
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of protection against the threats, and can cope
with a changing environment. In practice, the
numberof available countermeasures is quite
limited, because only a few feasible options
exist, and cost plays a major part.
Because one countermeasure, or a set of
countermeasures, can address more than one
threat and therefore more than one risk, each
risk should be re-assessed as new counter-
measures are added, to see if further
countermeasures arestill required. However,the addition of a new countermeasure can alsocreate new risks, and these should be plotted
as well to ensure that they fall into the low-
probability region. For example, the use of anencrypting device meansthat there is one more
piece of equipmentthat canfail.
Some organisations (banks, for example) willneed to apply the strongest countermeasures foreach of the threats, regardless of the cost. Inothers, however, applying the strongestcountermeasures for each threat would beexpensive and notveryefficient, because manyof the countermeasureswill apply to several ofthe threats. In somerespects, selecting a set ofcountermeasuresthat will provide an adequatelevel of security at a reasonable cost is ratherlike selecting the optimum mix of themechanical parameters for a car☂s suspensionsystem ♥ stiffness of springs and shockabsorbers, type of tyres, tyre pressures, and soon. The suspension system has to be designedto cope with a wide range of conditions anddrivers, and is likely to be subjected toconsiderable abuse throughoutits life.
In this type of situation, each component canhave a wide range of characteristics, and thereare hundredsofdifferent possible combinations.Computer simulations take the designer only sofar; the final, optimum combination can befound only by carrying out physical tests. To tryout each possible combination in order to findthe optimum is much too time-consuming andexpensive. Taguchi has a method for reducingthe number of combinations that need to beconsidered in order to find the optimumcombination (details of the method can be foundin the proceedings of ISATA 88, whichislistedin the bibliography). We believe that theprinciples of this method can be applied todetermine the optimumset of countermeasuresagainst threats to systems security. The method
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is relevant because the characteristics ofsecurity countermeasures are not easy toquantify for computer analysis.

When an appropriate set of countermeasureshas been identified and applied, and insurancecover has been taken out against the mostserious potential losses, some residualrisks willremain. These should be documented, and thesecurity committee must review the residualrisks on a regular basis.

Modernrisk analysis has advantagesover earlier methods but requiresspecial skills
Early attempts to analyse risks in the systemsarea centred on losses that might be caused byphysical threats suchasfire, water, and so on.The objective of these methods was to quantifythe probable expectedloss, knownas the annualloss expectancy. This information could then beused to evaluatethe effectiveness of protectivemeasures, and to determine the level ofinsurance required. Thelimitations of such anapproach are now recognised. The trend inEurope, in particular, is away from purelynumerical approaches towardseither a purelyqualitative approach, or a combined quanti-tative and qualitative approach, based on easilymeasurable elements coupled with features thatcan only be estimated or that have a subjectiveelement. Such an approach does, however,require different skills from those required forthe earlier numerical approaches.

Risk analysis provides comprehensive,consistent, and balanced results
Properly carried out, modern risk analysisresults in comprehensive and consistentdocumentation of assets and threats. This canbe updated and extended in the light ofexperience, and the process can be repeatedwheneverit is deemed necessary. The processwill, of course, be quicker each time it isrepeated, and the results of experience can becarried forwardinto the analysis and design ofnew information systems. Subsequentsecurity-audit work will be simplified too, because thedocumentation can readily be reviewed. Thiswill reduce reliance on the skill andjudgement
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of security auditors, and enable the task to be
delegated to local user groups.
Use of modern risk analysis will ensure con-
sistency throughout the organisation becauseall
facets of the security problem ♥ financial,
physical, technical, and commercial ♥ will be
addressed in a similar way, by suitably skilled
people. Threats and the impact resulting from
these threats acting on the organisation☂s assets
will be allocated weightings of importance on
the samebasis, so that sensible judgements can
then be made aboutsecurity priorities. Plotting
the risks in the way described earlier makesit
easier to take a broad and comprehensive view.
Risk analysis ensures that an appropriate
balance is struck between the completenessof
cover, the acceptance of residual risks, and
value for money. Figure 3.4 illustrates the kind
of mismatch between risks and counter-
measures that might be broughtto light as part
of the risk analysis process. In the figure,
building and mainframe computersecurity are
more than adequate, while telecommunications
and microcomputer security are inadequate.
The reason forthis imbalanceis not to do with
cost: the protection measures given to main-
frame computer systems may be very
expensive, while improving microcomputer
security may cost verylittle by comparison. A
morelikely cause is the lack of a rational and
balanced risk analysis.
 Figure 3.4 Risk analysis will reveal where counter-

measures are less than adequate
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Risk analysis requires extensive and
sometimes specialist resources

A largerisk analysis study can take upwardsof
100 man-daysof effort. Evenif it were possible
to release that amount of skilled manpower, the
opportunity cost may well exceed the cost of
using external specialists to do the job.
Specialists can focus on getting the job done
quickly and efficiently, and still leave the
management team in control. Specialists will be
aware of risks that may not be evident even to
people with broad experience in a particular
industry. They know, for example, that a
careless personal computer repair technician
can becomea carrier of virus programsthrough
the use of diagnostic discs, that the disposal of
old personal computers can lead to the leaking
of confidential data or accusations of software
piracy, and thatin fire, an air conditioner can
become a flamethrower.

The best approach to risk analysis
will depend on company
circumstances
The level of detail to which threats, risks, and
countermeasures need to be specified should be
considered, because different approacheswill
be appropriate in different circumstances.
Figure 3.5, overleaf, shows where webelieve
the various approaches to be most applicable.
Their appropriatenessin varioussituations will
depend on what level of security skills is
available in-house, and on how specific the
identification of risks and countermeasures
needs to be. At the lowest level are the
organisations that face few serious threats and
that require only general guidance about
countermeasures. Their needsare likely to be
satisfied by any of the available methods. At the
middle level, organisations face some threats
and needdefinite solutions. At the highest level
are the organisations that face the most serious
threats, like terrorism, high-value fraud, or
disclosure risks. They require a highly detailed
analysis and highly specific solutions, and will
be obliged to use security experts, either from
within or outside the organisation.

Figure 3.5 makesit clear that thereis no single
approach to risk analysis that will always be
appropriate. During our research, we did,
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Figure 3.5 The appropriateness ofdifferent approachesto risk analysis will depend on what security skills areavailable and on howspecific the risks and the associated countermeasures are

Use in-house experts anddocumentation methods

Userisk- and countermeasure-identification methods andreviews by in-houseexperts

Use risk-identificationmethods and reviews byin-house experts

High   
however,identify four commercially availablerisk analysis software packages that can be usedin particular circumstances:
CRAMM,whichis an acronym for CCTA RiskAnalysis and Management Methodology, wasdeveloped originally by the CCTA (the UKGovernment☂s computing and telecommuni-cations agency), and is marketed by BIS AppliedSystems, a UK systems consulting and trainingorganisation. It works in three stages. Allphysical and data assets are valued on a scaleof 1 to 10 for each offour events:disclosure ofinformation, modification of information,destruction of the data or asset, and non-availability of the dataorasset. Monetary valuesare normalised to fit the 1 to 10 scale. Itemsabovea baseline value (usually 3) are analysed.Threats that may affect assets are assessed onascale of 1 to 5, as are identified vulnerabilities,
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The results of these two evaluation steps areused by CRAMM☂s software to select suitablecountermeasuresfrom

a

built-in database. Boththe arrangement and the level of counter-measuresare automatically selected; a securityspecialist is not required. CRAMM is aimedparticularly at non-classified governmentusers,but is also used by commercial organisations.
MARION, developed by CLUSIF (a body ofexperts formed under the auspices ofAPSAIRD), operates by assessing businessrisksin financial terms and by evaluating currentsecurity levels, through a questionnaire, toarrive at a costed plan ofactionslisted in orderof priority. It is a combined quantitative/qualititative method. The questionnaire isupdated annually and different weightings areapplied to individual questions based onstatistical analysis of APSAIRD☂S incidents
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database. Cost information is also held within
MARION☂s database and is used to compare
current expenditures with industry norms.
MARIONis supported by software developed by
PSI, a French software house. An English
language version has been developed in
conjunction with the UK office of Coopers &
Lybrand Deloitte, a large accounting and
consulting company. MARION has been used
most in France, although it has been used in
several other European countries, including
Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom.
Riskpac, marketed in Europe by Computer
Security Ltd, a UK specialist computersecurity
services company, is based on a series of
predetermined questionnaires and scoring
mechanisms. A variety of questionnaires are
available and apply to most security require-
ments including sector-specific areas, such as
banking, insurance, and manufacturing, as well
as subject areas such as personal computers,
physical security, and communications. Riskpac
is a qualitative method that scales risks from
☁nominal☂ to ☁catastrophic☂, on a scale of 1 to 5.
An internal ☁expert system☂ techniqueis used
to evaluate questionnaire results and produce
risk summaries, standards, risk profiles, and
recommendedactions.
SIVOR, an MS-DOS-compatible product, is
offered by Siemens. This product is currently
available in German and addresses physical
security, and data and communicationssecurity,
and allocates priorities to the identified risks.
SIVORholds an internal catalogue of some 792
questions to cover the majority of risk cases.
Other available packages are based on different
techniques such as risk-matrix methods,
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Bayesian statistics (fuzzy logic), Delphi tech-
niques, and incident databases. Each technique
hasits supporters, but noneis yet in widespread
use.

One company, Electricité de France/Gaz de
France (EDF/GDF), has developedits ownrisk
analysis method over several years. This speci-
fically addresses issues faced by anelectricity
generating and supply utility and is built as an
expert system. EDF/GDF hasbuilt its method
into a personal computersystem thatis available
to local systems managers for their own use,
thereby ensuring that all risk planning is
coherent. The package includesa risk simulator
that recommends countermeasuresthrough the
construction of a ☁menace dictionary☂ that is
applied to a vulnerability analysis developed as
part of the risk analysis. In this way, potential
disasters can be predicted from the known
☁menaces☂ and vulnerabilities. Each systems
manageris required to analyse his ownrisks,
to prepare a security plan, and to show how
security addresses software development, data
management, and the managementof physical
assets.

As EDF/GDFhas acknowledgedin the design of
its own method,risk analysis will serve to draw
attention to those areas within an organisation
that are potentially vulnerable to breaches of
security, and perhaps, indicate appropriate
measures that might be put in place to counter
them. It cannot, however, specify precisely
where the risks lie or how particular threats
might arise. This remains the responsibility of
the systems manager. Chapter 4 provides
guidance for systems managers on where the
problems are most likely to appear.
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Chapter 4
Identifying possible threats

While risk analysis can identify the kinds ofthreats to look for and the areas in which thesethreats might have the greatest impact on thebusiness, it cannot identify specific threats. Ofcourse, the aim of any security policy is toprevent the occurrence of problemsin thefirstplace, but potential problems rarely identifythemselves openly.It is essential, therefore, toknow what to look for, where to look, and howto seek out the sources of problems.
Threats derive from three main sources ♥accidents, errors, and deliberate actions.Natural disasters and accidents that have acatastrophic effect should be covered bycontingency plans, and are outside the scopeof this report. For the most part, however,accidents cause damage, inconvenience, andexpense, but do not generally make news-paper headlines. The examples in Figure 4.1illustrate the point. The emphasis in systemssecurity should therefore be on identifyingthreats that arise from errors or deliberateactions.

Errors account for well over halfof all events causing losses
By far the most common cause of problemsiserrors. The statistics from APSAIRD, whichformed the basis for Figure 1.1, showed thaterrors produced some 21,000 events in Francein 1988, and accounted for 24 per cent of thetotal losses attributable to breaches of systemssecurity. These numbers are probably fairlytypical for other European countries.
In the main, errors are ☁people☂ problems. Acertain amount of damage is caused by peoplemaking ☁positive☂ mistakes ♥ for example,entering information incorrectly, or deletinginformation inadvertently. A much greatersource of potential errors, however, is human
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Figure 4.1 Accidents are a major nuisance buttheireffects are not often devastating

An electrician made a minorwiring error when repairingan air conditioner. Whenthe air conditioner was turnedon, the fault caused an excessive supply voltage tosome 20 terminals and PCs as well as a minicomputer.Systems were downfor some 48 hours while repairswere made. The basic cause of the problem was apoorly designed powerfeed to both air conditioner andcomputersuite.
A memberofstaff tripped over a trailing lead supplyinga local area network server. The lead was pulled out ofits plug and the earth wire contacted the live powerconnection. The resulting power surge destroyed part ofthe server hardware.
Staff working on the powerfeed to an office floor failedto turn off the supply. The accident not only disruptedPowerto this office area, but destroyed a considerablenumber of communication ports, both on terminals andcomputer equipment.
Other problems have been caused by the mismanage-ment of access rights to computer systems. In a casewe heardof, a user wasable to delete not only his ownfiles but also those of other People, without being awareof what he was doing. Examination of minicompuiterfilestructures often reveals potential problemsof this sort ♥accidents waiting to happen.   

inertia ♥ leaving in place inadequate measures,which themselves create potential risks, orfailing to take accountof changesin the businessenvironment, and thus leaving the organisationvulnerable to new typesof threats that couldquite easily be guarded against.
Inadequate measuresare a source ofpotential risk
Measuresthat are simply inadequateor that donot work when required are a source ofpotential threat; they can be identified only byregular testing and review. For example,extensive fire precautions are usually appliedto computerinstallations, and the complexityof such precautions may lead to problems:
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♥ At one site, part of the fire-detection and
water-sensing system had been disabled
because it would randomly indicate a
spurious problem and unnecessarily shut
down the computerinstallation.

♥ At anothersite, the fire-suppressant control
system was ineffectively linked to the
computer room and, when a fault arose,
failed to shut down the computer even
though the air conditioning had beencutoff,
resulting in an overheating problem.

♥ In another instance, a computer room was
destroyed, possibly because a smoke detector
wasnotset to cut the computer-room power
supply.

There have been several cases of water
sprinklers associated with fire-prevention
systemsbeing triggered when there wasnofire,
flooding computer rooms and causing major
damage. Water, in general, is frequently over-
looked as a serious hazard. Burst pipes and
overflowing washbasins have also caused
serious damage to computer rooms andtele-
communication facilities, and buildings have
even collapsed owing to water trapped in an
upperfloor. A recent inspection of a computer
room revealed water collecting underthe floor.
An air conditioning unit was leaking and its
water sensor was not working properly.
These examplesillustrate that-the very act of
attempting to counter threats can, if in-
adequately thought out or managed,result in
damage. Only by continually being on the alert
for these problems can management hope to
avoid them. For example, if terrorism is
considered to be a serious threat, the back-up
site should be at least as secure as the primary
site.
Other sources of threat occur when normal
defences are weakened. For major computer
installations, especially in the financial-services
industry, the recovery situation itself represents
a potential security threat. Recovery procedures
can weaken the normally strong software
protection, and this meansthat security could
be compromised, evenif only for a short time.

Failure to take account of change will
leave the organisation vulnerable
Risks also arise because systems management
fails to update existing countermeasuresin the
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light of changed circumstances. Sometimes,this
occurs because the changes happen very slowly
and are not noticed. New threats canalso arise
because of technological change or new appli-
cations, or because parts of the business become
exposed as a result of altered relationships with
other businesses.
Gradual change outdates existing measuresThe gradual obsolescence of equipment can
create unnoticed threats. Should a disaster, such
as a fire or a major breakdown,occur, recovery
could be slow, or impossible if replacement
equipmentis no longer available. In such a case,
the disaster-recovery procedures will involve
upgrading to a new generation of equipment,
andit is neither easy nor quick to dothis.
The gradual loss of trained staff can also
jeopardise emergency planning without anyone
necessarily being awarethat this is happening.
One Foundation membertested his contingency
plan and discovered that some 40 per cent of
his staff had changed since the previous test had
been conducted. Not enough people understood
the contingency procedures, and thetest failed.
The solution was to test the contingency plan
more frequently ♥ every six months,in this
case.
Technological change creates a need for new
countermeasures
Technological advances, such as the growth of
networking and departmental computing, and
the extensive use of personal computers
throughout most organisations, create a need for
new measures to counter any addedthreats to
their security.
Networking: Networking can have an impact on
all three security-related properties of any
organisation☂s systems assets ♥ confidentiality,
integrity, and availability. The most common
problem is probably availability. The tele-
communicationslinks between sites can never
be completely reliable andline failures are not
uncommon. Organisations frequently seek to
provide duplicate links and back-up mechanisms
to compensate for this problem, but these
measures can bring about their own problems.
Whenselecting diverse routeing from network
suppliers, it is wise to ensure that the cable
routes are physically separate ♥ at least the
reach of a backhoe digger apart, for example.
They are then most unlikely to be dug up by the
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same digger. Some companies we visited
frequently use dial-up circuits when their
leased-line links fail, but do not use modem dial-
back or other forms of protection against
hackers. Therisk from failing to provide such
basic protection is small, but it does exist.
One of the most worrying security aspects of
networking is linking into other networks,
because it is not usually practical to control
security in other networks.It is therefore vital
that an organisation controls access into its own
network. One company that was obliged to
connect to an international public network for
business reasons regularly had hackers
attempting to access its systems. Failures of
password security by users of the public
network service led to occasional unauthorised
accessing of business accounts. Only stronger
password measuresin its own system and the
use of authenticator devices (which are
described in Chapter 5) prevented further
damage.
Departmental computing: Departmental
computers are designed to work within thegeneral office environment, where unreliable
powersupplies can cause problems. It is notunusual to find that office cleaners remove
minicomputer powerplugs in order to run a
floor cleaner, or that when a new photocopier
is installed,it interferes with the departmental
minicomputer. These are simple problems that
are generally well understood.
Departmental computers are subject to otherthreats, however, mainly due to lack of
awareness among users. Frequently, the
standard initial field service and installation
passwords built in to the system whenit is
supplied are not removed; users of departmental
computers are rarely aware that they even
exist. There are well documented cases of
unauthorised people using these passwords to
gain access to departmental computers.
The need for back-up data is sometimes
forgotten, and users sometimes forget to make
back-ups regularly, or to document them
properly. Back-up data is often stored alongside
the departmental computer. To lose a computerina fire or a floodis a problem,but to lose both
computer and data could be a catastrophe. Noneof these errors is particularly difficult to
understand or to manage, so long as someone
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takes responsibility for seeing that they are
attendedto.
Personal computers: Apart from viruses,
personal computers are subject to problemsranging from simple theft and theuse of pirated
software, to problems with the security ofpasswordsandthe security of data held on harddiscs.
The very usefulness andportability of personalcomputers leaves them open to theft. Peoplemay walk in from outside and simply carry awayunattended machines, or employees may carry
out smaller, modern onesina plastic carrier bag.
The temptation for users to make unauthorisedcopies of software also leads to potentialprosecution for software pirating. Recentprosecutions in Europe by the FederationAgainst Software Theft (FAST) have highlightedthis problem.
Passwordsecurity is not simply a matterof users
ensuring that they prevent others seeing thepasswords they are using. Clever hackers canretrieve passwords from the innards of apersonal computer withoutthe user being awarethat his passwordhas,in effect, been stolen. Inthe past, only programmers could retrievepasswords in this way becauseit involved asmall program designed to copy the passwordinto a file for later collection and use. Theadvent of personal computer ☁keystroke filer☂programshas also opened this route to somepersonal computerusers. Some users simply puttheir passwords into a keystrokefile anduseitto log on to systems automatically. The dangersof this are obvious; anyone whocangain accessto the user☂s personal computer can use theautomatic log-on feature or copy his passwords.A moreinsidious useof the keystrokefiler is toset it running on a personal computer withouttelling its user. All keystrokes, including pass-words, can be saved to a disc file for latercollection.
Data security can also be compromised becausemany personal computer users do not realisethat using a ☁delete☂ command does notnecessarily physically remove data from

a

disc.The normal delete command within MS-DOS,forexample, does not actually erase a datafile butmerely removesthe directory☂s referencetoit.Recovery programs work by rebuilding thislinkage. Similarly, the normal hard disc format
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command doesnot actually delete data in the
waya floppy disc format commanddoes. Users
have sold personal computers as☂ surplus,
believing that their data has been ☁deleted☂, only
to find that the data could be recovered. In fact,
methods are available to erase files com-
prehensively so that even the most skilled
software hacker cannot reconstruct them.
Where extremesecurity is required, it might be
better to destroy redundant floppy discs by
cutting and burning them, and to destroy old
hard disc units with a hammer.
New kinds of applications expose an
organisation to new threats
New kinds of applications mayberisky in two
respects. First, the introduction of any new
application may bring with it unknown or
unforeseen threats. Second, there is an inherent
risk in introducing computer systems into
working cultures where people are unawareof,
or unwilling to accommodate, the potential
vulnerabilities of such systems. Two examples
serve to illustrate the point.
The use of computer systems in conjunction
with telephone-based marketing and sales
campaigns is increasingly common in Europe.
Many companiesare using telemarketing tech-
niques to sell high-value financial services ♥
mortgages, insurance, and savings pro-
ducts ♥ and to run major customer-contact
services ♥ holiday bookings, assessing responses
to television advertising, and so on. These
activities create two kinds of threats ♥ the
threat of non-availability, and the threat of theft
of customer details. If either the telephone
equipment or the computer fails, customer
service will be degraded.If customerlists are
stolen, a valuable asset is lost, and the
confidentiality of customer contactis no longer
guaranteed. Computerised customerlists stolen
from a holiday company wereusedto identify
housesthat could be burgled while their owners
were away.
The second example concerns the growing use
of knowledge-based systems in commerce and
industry. While a knowledge base may represent
a valuable asset because of the information or
competitive advantage it can give, it will also
be importantto ensurethatit is not accidentally
or deliberately corrupted. To lose the con-
fidentiality or availability of the knowledge base
is bad enough; to be making wrongdecisions on
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the basis of corrupted information is even
worse.

Increased dependence on others may
jeopardise security
Businesses are becoming increasingly enmeshed
in networks for service provision and data
interchange.It will gradually become impossible
to do business without these networks, and their
reliability is therefore increasingly important.
Systems managers must be awareof the threats
that arise from being dependent on other
organisations, whether these be electricity-
supply utilities, public telecommunications
operators (usually a PTT), facilities-management
companies, managed data network companies,
electronic data interchange partners, andso on.
Electricity-supply utilities: The reliability of
electricity-supply utilities is normally very high.
Each organisation must assess how longit could
survive without its computer systems during a
break in the electricity supply, and decide
whether it is justifiable to install on-site
emergency generators. The decision will depend
on a variety of factors ranging from the time
criticality of the business application to the
likelihood of a prolonged industrial dispute
occurring.
PTTs: Security measures instituted by PTTs
against fire and other major damage are
normally very good, but disasters can happen.
For example, in Hinsdale, Chicago, in 1988, the
voice-switching centre was burnt out and users
were without service for several weeks. A
similar event took place in Lyon-Sevigne in
1981, when fire closed the switching centre
for a week. At Hinsdale, the fire was so severe
that it damaged the cables entering the
exchange. This hampered recovery efforts
becausetens of thousands of wires andoptical
fibres had to be reconnected, and equipment
had to be replaced. Not only werelocal services
affected, but links passing through Hinsdale
were wiped out.
Electronic data interchange: For many users,
electronic data interchange (EDI) is simply
an extension of a traditional paper-based
document-processing system,using leasedtele-
communications lines instead of the postal
service. Used in this way, EDI does not
represent a major threat to security. As the use
of EDI growsand public data networks become
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involved, however, security-related concerns
will increase. The automation of document-
processing systems does create new problems.
There have, for example, been reports of
automatic re-ordering systemsrestocking ware-
houses whentheintention was to run down the
stocks. A wise precautionis to build checks into
automatic-ordering systems to ensure that
orders outside the regular pattern are referred
to a supervisor. The speed and efficiency of EDI
systemscan turn a simple error into a potential
disaster.

Deliberate actions account for a
small but costly proportion of
incidents
Although losses due to deliberate actions
accountfor only about4 per centof incidents,
according to APSAIRD,they account for some50 per cent offinanciallosses. The difficulty ofdealing with these incidentsis that the majority
of those who abuse computer systems areinsiders whoalready haveaccessto the systems
as part of their legitimateactivities. Estimates
suggest that between 70 and 80 per cent of
computer abuse comes from sources inside
organisations.
Figure 4.2 showsthat the kinds of abuse to beexpected vary accordingto the different kinds
of user. The figure shows that business and
computer experts have a limited range of
opportunities to abuse systems, but to
potentially very significant effect. It also shows
that, apart from hacking, the more common
 Figure 4.2 Skills and scope for deliberate action arerelated

   
  

     

Systems staff can have
an impact on data assets

Users can have an impact on
data and financial assets

Technical
orientation Senior managers can

have an impact on
major financial assets  

Business orientation   
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forms of abuse are committed by those who usesystemsevery day as part of their normal work,andget to know their weaknesses. These peopleare thus in a position to commit fraud or actsof sabotage, or to misuse computer systems ina malicious way. Systems may, of course, alsobe misused by those outside the company; if
they can gain access.

Gaining access
Organisations that operate closed computersystems with no dial-in links or other con-nections to the public telephone or data
networks,or other computer systems, run verylittle risk of being attacked by outsiders. Theopportunity to run closed systemsis, however,diminishing, as more and more companiesarecompelled to link into EDI networks, accessdatabases, or run other networked applications.
There are two main approachesthat an outsiderwishing to attack a system mighttake. Thefirstis to exploit the weaknesses of the network togain access to the system and then to try outknownor likely password combinations. Thesecond is to eavesdrop to identify a passwordor other useful information and to use this togain access via the network. Once access hasbeen gained by either approach, it is thenpossible to plant viruses or Trojan horseprograms, to corruptfiles, to read confidentialinformation, and so on. (The principles of aTrojan horse program are described inFigure 4.3.)
Gaining access via networksNetworks increase the number of people whocan gain access to computer systems and extendthe geographic area from which they can gainaccess. They carry information, including useridentities, as sequencesofelectrical impulses.
 

Figure 4.3 A Trojan horse program is used as ameansofinserting a virus into a
computer system

A Trojan horse program is simply onethat carries outan additional (usually undesirable) task in addition to itsdescribed purpose. For example, the recent☁Aids☂ virusscare involved a disc that contained a program thatoffered advice on the disease Aids. In addition to givingadvice on Aids,it also inserted a virus program into thepersonal computer running the Program.In this case,the Aids advice program served as a Trojan horse to  carry the virus program into the personal computer.
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All an intruder has to do is to reproduce these
impulse sequences exactly and the network and
the computer will be deceived. Networks fall
into two main categories ♥ local area networks
and wide-area networks. Both are subject to
abuse.
Local area networks (LANS) are now an every-
day part of business life. They normally work
by sharing a common communication mecha-
nism among many users. They are frequently
used to provide data services throughoutlarge
buildings, and when linked together by wide-
area networks, across complete businesses.
Essentially, all information, however con-
fidential, is potentially available to every device
connected to the LAN. As LANs grow, they
gradually accumulate users and departmentsall
over the business, and they become connected
to mainframes and to the outside world.
LANsare often treated as an office automation
facility and their security is seen as a local
concern. The widersecurity implications should
not be forgotten, however. The operation of a
LAN, for example, is often monitored by a
specialist data monitor, whose function is to
detect faults on the network. This device must,
by definition, have access toall the data being
transmitted andto all the data stored on devices
connected to the LAN. Someone with
appropriate technical skill can, use a data
monitor to captureall the information, including
passwords. Obviously, the technical skill
required restricts the opportunity for abuse, but
some user terminals can be placed in
☁promiscuous mode☂, which meansthat they can
capture andread all data on their section of the
LAN.
LANsarealso subjectto all the normal problems
of password administration and password abuse,
particularly where any terminal on the LAN
may be designated as the administration
terminal. Clever users can also access print
queues and other temporary storage areas to
read data if the LAN operating system itself does
not incorporate strong security procedures.

Other problems are related to the ease with
which someof the equipment can be accessed.
For instance, many LANs have one or more
service providers(servers) connected to them.
These act as file stores, communication
gateways, or print servers. Although some LAN
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operating systems are reasonably secure, server
hardwareis frequently based on a conventional
high-power personal computer without a
keyboard. All that is required to access anyfile
stored on the server is a copy of MS-DOS,and
possibly a keyboard. Use of file encryption or
special chipsets can help to limit this problem.
An organisation is also vulnerableto failure of
either a server☂s software or hardware, because
servers support the activities of all users
connected to that part of the LAN. Communi-
cations servers will often not automatically
restart after a power failure, and file servers
frequently store data in a ☁cache☂ memory
before it is written to disc. Data stored in a cache
memory can be lost during a temporary power
failure, thus compromisingthe integrity of data
files.
Wide-area networks (WANs) are normally
operated over lines provided by public tele-
communications operators (PTTs). PTTs do not
guarantee the confidentiality of the information
they carry. In practice, this is not a major
concern for commercial users, for most of whom
the security offered by normal PTT lines is
adequate. Where confidentiality is critical,
encryption techniques may be used. More
importantis the integrity and proper delivery
of information. Data must be protected from
loss, errors, or alteration.
One common meansof ensuringthe integrity of
data transmitted over a network is to add a
message-authentication code to the data, a
practice that has been adopted for many years
in the banking industry. It is necessary,
however,to ensure thatall relevant components
of the message are covered by the code.
Recently, in an attempted funds-transfer fraud,
certain important parts of the message were
altered without the message-authentication
code being disturbed. Where extremesecurity
is required, it may be necessary to conceal not
only the contents of messages, but also the fact
that messages exist. An example might be
information leading up to the announcementof
a take-over bid, a change in national interest
rates, or a currency revaluation.
Access control and user authentication are other
features of wide-area network security that
need to be considered. Two members reported
problems from modemsthat had been forgotten
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about or had been attached to the system by
non-IT staff. Several members expressed
concern about unknown connections, a problem
that is more likely to occurin a large and mature
network. One company reported that it had
experienced problems from a modem hidden
under the computer-room floor. It had been
used by staff for unauthorised access from
home.
Another weakness of networksis their switch-ing equipment. Equipmentsuch as multiplexors,
PABXs, and packet switches often have specialports that are used for remote maintenance, andare frequently delivered with a standardpassword. It should be changed as soon aspossible to avoid any risk of unauthorised accessvia these maintenance ports.
As computer systems have become moredifficult for hackers to access, their attentionhas turned to other IT items:
♥ For manyyears now,telephonetoll fraud hasbeen a problem in the United States. InEurope, the limited switching facilitiesallowed by the PTTs, and by law, have madethis less likely, but it is sometimes possibleto dial into a corporate communicationssystem from the public network and back outagain, sometimes into another country.Strictly speaking, this offends PTT regu-lations in some countries ♥ but it doeshappen.Thisfacility allows corporate usersto save moneyorto make calls more quickly,and outsiders who know aboutthis facilitycan use it to make cheapcalls at the com-pany☂s expense (Figure 4.4 explains how thishappened to one company in New York).
 
Figure 4.4 Insecure computer systems can besubverted for telephone-toll frauds

One company's corporate network allowed local usersin New York to dial in to the central computer system(at local call rates) and to dial out again to anothercountry. The aim wasto allow corporate usersto callOffices in another country at local-call rates. However,once access was gainedto a particular country, it wasthen possible to dial into that country☂s nationaltelephone network and call any telephone numberin thecountry. The existence of this facility was discovered byPuerto Ricans, who were selling the appropriate diallingsequencesto their compatriots on the streets of NewYork. They were able to call home at local-call rates,with the rest of the call chargesbeingbilled to thecompany.   
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♥ Facsimile is one of the fastest growingcommunications media and is overtakingtelex in manyparts of the world. There aresome concerns regarding the security offacsimile messages, however. These includethe lack of confirmation of delivery, thelogging of messages, and the nuisance ofjunkmessages. The use of personal computers asfacsimile machines and network ☁fax servers☂simplifies the task of introducing facsimiletransmission into an office automationenvironment. It does, however, have itsrisks. With some facsimile packages, it ispossible to cut and paste images, and evento store signatures.
♥ Some air conditioning units and building-management systems can now be accessedvia modems for remote adjustment andmaintenance purposes. Password protectionensures that only authorised users can adjustthese systems, but (as we demonstrate inChapter 5) password systems are notfoolproof.
EavesdroppingWiretapping and the monitoring of radiationemitted from terminals are feasible but unlikelythreats, and few of our interviewees tookdefinite measuresagainst them. We believe thatthis attitude is currently justified forall but themost highly sensitive or valuable data.
The very act of wiretapping exposes theattackerto therisk of being caught in the act,because he must gain access to the physicalcircuit. The mostlikely location forthis is in ornear the building housing the facilities underthreat. Untidy and poorly documented cablingschemes make such attacks easier becauseunauthorised connections and apparatus will beharder to spot.
Eavesdropping on the radiation emitted fromterminals and personal computersis possible,but is not as easy to carry out as early publicityimplied. Cheap and portable equipmenthas notbeen able to capture useful data at more thanshort distances.
Sophisticated equipment can, however,pick upthe radiation from screens and other datasources at significant distances. Modern screensand personal computers emit less radiation thanearlier models, although some home computersstill give off significant radio signals. Other
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sources of radio emission are local area
networks, RS232 cables, and optical-fibre driver
circuitry. Even optical-fibre cables can be
tapped if access to the fibre can be gained.
These techniques border on those used for
gathering military intelligence, however, and
are fairly expensive anddifficult to carry out.
Fraud
In most cases of computer-related fraud, the
computeris used simply as a tool. The computer
systems usually work perfectly; it is the control
systems surrounding them that fail. A few
examplesillustrate the point:
♥ In two companies that we interviewed,

experienced clerks entered false invoices and
received payment via bank accountsin other
names. In one case, the fraud was exposed
by an informant. In the other, it was
discovered purely by accident, when the
payment went astray and wasfollowed up
by another clerk. In both cases, the staff
concerned were dismissed and only one
prosecution followed.

♥ A company foundthat its accountant had
defrauded the company of a sum of money
in excess of $100,000 over a period of two
years. Investigation revealed that he had
carried out a similar fraud with his previous
employer, and had been dismissed. As no
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references had been taken up, the oppor-
tunity to detect his previous crime was
missed. The accountant was prosecuted on
this occasion, and served a prison sentence.

♥ Other fraudulentactivities have involved the
theft of equipment, the fraudulent refunding
of money to customers, and the fraudulent
issuing of money-transfer instructions.

Sabotage
Sabotagehas traditionally been associated with
terrorism, and sometimes, with industrial
action. Sabotage usually involves physical
damage butit can also be directed at physically
corrupting programs and data. Logic bombs,
viruses, and wormsfall into this class of threat
(each of them is describedbriefly in Figure 4.5).
A saboteur can also attack systems by over-
loading them with wasteful processingjobs that
prevent legitimate users from running their
systems. This has been done by using rogue
programs that initiate extremely long and
wasteful print runs, or by tying up data
networks with illegitimate traffic that keeps
access ports busy or moves massive volumesof
data around.
The message is clear. The modern,intelligent
saboteur has plenty of weapons available but
requires computerskill and access in order to

 
Figure 4.5 The main threats to programs and data are logic bombs, viruses, and worms

Logic bombs are simply programs that damage data orrestrict access to it after sometriggering event ♥ typically, the
passage of time or the deletion of a named employee. Back-ups are not necessarily a useful countermeasure because
a logic bomb could well have becomeincorporatedinto the back-up cycle. Logic bombs have been used by suppliers
to ensure that leasing payments are renewed on time ♥ whetherthis constitutes sabotage or sensible commercial
protection is a matter for debate.
Virus programs are designed to find, and subsequently to attach themselvesto, other programs.Virus pro ramsare a
particular threat to personal computers. As the vi is continues to seek programstoinfect, itspreads. . damage,
viruses usually contain some form ofdelayed-action logic bomb. The delay is important to the virus builder becauseit
gives a virus time to infect other personal computers and thusto extend the ☁infection☂. Viruses can be a useful
sabotage weapon, easy to plantand difficult to trace.| : : 2 -

  
   

 

    
Worm programs operate by copying themselvesinto networked systems. Theydiffer from viruses in that they can
normally exist as standalone programs,evenif they attempt to masquerade as other more benign programs. The
danger is that worms are designed to exploit security ☁wormholes☂ and are therefore liable to work around the normal
security and access-control measures. IBM experienced a worm program in its electronic mail network that sent a
Christmas-tree imageto every terminal in IBM's network, thus jamming it. On this occasion, the source was an
authorised network user; the worm simply got out of control. During November 1988, Robert Morris, a PhD studentat
Cornell University in the United States, created a very ingenious worm program that exploited a whole series of
☁wormholes☂, including common and not so common passwords, to help propagate his ☁worm☂. The effect was to bring
down Internet and to infect some 6,000 computers in the United States.It is estimated thatit cost $100 million in lost
time and the costs associated with clearing up the damage doneby this worm. Morris was eventually fined $10,000
and ordered to do 400 hours of community work in 1990.  
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make them work. Worm programs are worthy
of study by security specialists in order to
identify wormholes and modesof attack. Armed
with this knowledge, systems managers can
build better defences.
Misuse
Misuse covers all non-malicious uses of
computer systems, including use for private
purposes, playing games, or running illicit
businesses. None of the members we surveyed
cited misuse as a major problem. With the
availability of personal computers with
powerful accounting and database packages andinteresting games, there seemslittle need, ormotivation, for users to misuse mainframe
systems for these purposes.
We haveseen,in this chapter, how varied thesources of potential threats can be, ranging frommalicious acts of sabotage, to vulnerabilitiescreated byinertia or a simple lack of awareness.A checklist of the most obvious threats to thevarious types of computers and networks isgiven in Figure 4.6. The measures that can betaken to countersuch a range ofthreats are also,therefore, very wide-ranging. In Chapter 5, wesuggest how systems managers should selectcountermeasures that are appropriate to helpprevent particular kinds of potential breachesof security.
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Figure 4.6 Each type of computer system is subjectto a wide range of threats

The most common threats arelisted below.
Mainframes and minicomputersInadequate back-up proceduresLack of contingency plans and recovery proceduresInsufficient change-control proceduresInadequate control of user accessNo division ofcritical duties
Insufficient log-in (and other access)failure reportingForgetting to remove standard passwordsInsufficient use of suppliers☂ systems security expertisePoor use of access-control software
Personal computers ♥Lack of back-up proceduresLack of virus-detection measuresInsecure modems_ : BoyUnauthorised copying of softwareUncontrolleduse of ☁shareware☂  

 

Local area networks
Inadequate protection of LAN serversInadequate protection of modems or personalcomputers connected to the LANInsufficient security in the bridge to a wide-area networkInsecure links to mainframesor minicomputers
Wide-area networks = :Inadequate security measures for dial-in servicesInsufficientprotection for packet-switched servicesForgetting to remove Standard passwords fromswitching equipment : o heelInadequate monitoring of network trafficPoor documentation of legitimate access pathsInsecure accessto cabinets, connection frames, andriser cables aS i.   
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Chapter 5
Preventing breaches of security

In the previous chapter, we described the many
possible sources of security problems. We have
shown howvaried the threats can be and how
importantit is to be constantly on the lookout
for potential problem areas. In this chapter, we
concentrate on the main preventive measures
against threats to systems security, other than
those deriving from naturalperils like fire and
flood, which are covered comprehensively in
contingency-planning manuals, and from theft
and sabotage, which are usually of a physical
nature.
As part of our research, we interviewed Steffen
Wenery of the West German Chaos Club. The
exploits of the Chaos Club membersillustrate
the strengths and potential weaknesses of
computer systems:
♥ Chaos membersclaim to be able to come and

go as they please within any networked
computer system. This is certainly an exag-
geration, but Chaos members do have a
formidable reputation and great technical
skill.

♥ Chaos members admit that they are unable
to defeat strong, very well administered
password controls and systems using
authenticator techniques. This, at least, is
reassuring.

♥ Chaos members and other hacker groups
have access to considerable expertise. Some
hackers are known to work with the types
of machines and operating systemsthat they
attack, as part of their normal work. Where
they run up against a problem,they are able
to work out a solution at leisure.

Steffen Wenerytold us that the hacker culture
is changing. In the early 1980s, most Chaos
members were computer experts and
enthusiasts ♥ hackers,in the original sense. of
the word. Now,there are fewer true experts,
and many more semi-skilled enthusiasts. A true
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hacker will regard himself as a guest in a
computer system. As a guest, he will not do any
damage, and will leave politely if asked to do
so. This is doubtless an honourable intention,
but Foundation memberswill most certainly be
well advised to avoid having any uninvited
guests in their systems.
The activities of Chaos members and other
hacker groups are proof of the fact that any
networkedsystem is liable to attack by experts,
but that, without a place to start ♥ a password,
or an obvious weaknessin the system ♥ Chaos
and other similar groups are powerless.

Make passwords more secure
Passwords have been a security feature in
computer systems for many years. A simple
password system is fairly easy to design, and
requires no special terminals or other hardware.
It is therefore cheap, but is not a guarantee of
security. Better methodsare available, but for
technical reasons, and for reasons of cost,
passwords remain the principal means of
authenticating users.
To make gooduseof the security available from
password systems, systems managers must
know andbe able to detect the most common
methods of defeating passwords and make
vigorous efforts to preserve the security of
passwords by making them hard to guess and
preventing disclosure. The most common
methods of defeating password systemsare use
of inside information, use of standard system
passwords, and use of proper names and
common words.

Discourage use of inside information
The simplest way for an insider to discover
someone☂s password is simply to watch a
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colleague key in his password. In the United
States, this is known as ☁shoulder cruising☂.
Thereis very little that can be doneto avoid this
problem, other thanisolating sensitive terminals
by partitioning or careful location within an
office. Obviously, users should be discouraged
from writing down or displaying their pass-
words. In some companies, including Barclays
Bank, one of the large UK clearing banks,
divulging a password can be a disciplinary
offence. Others, including American Express
and Citibank, make the disclosure of a password
a matter for dismissal.
Always change standard system
passwords
The dangers of leaving standard system
passwords unchanged have been amply
explained elsewhere, and all members should
ensure that this highly dangerous loopholeis
closedin all systems undertheir control. In his
book, ☁The Cuckoo☂s Egg☂, Clifford Stoll describes
how standard system passwords were used on
several occasions by hackers to penetrate
systems. Our ownresearch has revealed a casewhere this loophole had been left open and amischievous user had usedit to shut down the
computer system. No damage was done otherthan theloss of a few minutes of computertime,
and an embarrassed systems administrator.
Avoid the use of proper names and
common words
Using proper names and common words as
passwords makesit easy for users to remember
them, but such passwords are a security
problem for several reasons.First, they are easy
to guess, particularly when passwords and
account namesare the same. Second, they are
susceptible to automated attack, either by an
automated password-guessing program or by a
cryptographic method.
Password-guessing programscan be used onlyif continuousaccessis available. One of the bestwaysof defeating this approachis therefore to
check for two or three unsuccessful attempts
to enter a password and to block access to the
offending terminal or communications port fora short time, or to block it altogether until a
systems administrator manually restores
service. Most secure operating systems have
facilities to do this automatically. Even this may
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not be sufficient if the intended intruder hasaccess to many terminals or ports, because twoor three guesses may be made on each onewithout an alarm being raised. However,sophisticated security packages will identifyeven this sort of activity. A log-in reporthighlighting failed password entries shouldalwaysbe sent to the systems administrator, sothat such episodes can be investigated. Someorganisations have arranged that a passwordlog-in failure is not indicated at the offendingterminal. This wastes the attacker☂s time, andgives the victim time to trace the attacker.
An obvious defence against password-guessingpregrams is to avoid using commonly usedpasswords ♥

a

partiallist is shown in Figure 5.1.The usual advice is to avoid proper names,words with a sexual or obscene connotation, orwords drawnfrom role-playing games, sciencefiction, and fantasyliterature. However, evenless commonly used passwords are not immunefrom attack by password-guessing programs.The Internet worm program (which wasreferred to in Figure 4.5) had a built-in list ofmorethan 400 possible words, including cantor,ersatz, pizza, and sossina. Figure 5.2 gives arepresentative sample.
Someoperating systems, notably Unix,store thefile of permissible passwords in an encryptedform. The systemsdesigners believed that doingthis would make the password system moresecure. However, there have been cases ofhackers obtaining a copy of the encrypted fileof passwords and the Unix encryptionalgorithm. By feeding a dictionary of Englishwords through the algorithm and comparing theresults with the encryptedfile, they were able
 

Figure 5.1 Proper names and commonly used systempasswordsshould not be used as userpasswords
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Figure 5.2 The Internet worm program contained a
list of less obvious passwords

Some of those included were:
AEROBICS GRYPHON
AMORPHOUS GUMPTION
ANTHROPOGENIC IMBROGLIO
BACCHUS JIXIAN
BEOWULF JUGGLE
CAMPANILE LEBESGUE
CAYUGA NEPENTHE
CERULEAN NYQUIST
CREOSOTE OCELOT
EIDERDOWN PERSIMMON
FOOLPROOF PROTOZOA
FUNGIBLE TARRAGON   

to identify many of the permissible passwords.
Using this type of cryptographic method, West
German hackers managed to identify hundreds
of passwords on USresearch systems. The error
madeby users suffering this kind of attack was
to allow the encrypted password file to be
copied. There is normally no need forthis file
to be read other than by systems programs.
One defence against these types of attack is to
exclude passwords that are likely to be
contained in a dictionary. Even this may not be
foolproof for international users, however,
because words that do not appear in a French
dictionary (for example) may well appear in a
German or an American dictionary. A solution
to this problem is to incorporate at least one
numeral or non-alphabetic character in
passwords. This will make the password very
hard to guess and immunefrom an attack based
on the use of a dictionary.
Passwords are, however, fundamentally in-
secure, because they depend on something the
user knows. This can easily be passed on to
another person, with or without the user☂s
knowledge.

Use authenticator tokens or
smartcards for basic security
As businesses become more dependent on
information technology, and as pressure grows
to link systems together, the security offered
by passwordsalone will prove insufficient and
unmanageable. New tools are much more secure
than passwords, because they make access
depend on something the user has, or on
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something about the user. This meansthat the
user is in possession of some form of ☁key☂ to
the system, and as soon asheis awarethat the
key has been lost, access can be denied to the
user☂s account.
Webelieve that Foundation members should
begin to move towardsthis type of ☁token-based☂
security over the nextfive years, starting with
those applications mostat risk, and selecting the
most appropriate token method. Authenticator
tokens are most suitable for use with existing
terminals and for remote access from normal
personal computers and laptop computers.
Smartcards are a more convenient longer-term
measure, but will remain somewhat in-
convenient to use until terminals and work-
stations with built-in card readers become more
widely available.
Authenticator tokens
Authenticator tokens are usually hand-held,
calculator-like devices that hold an encryption-
type algorithm. Unlike other types of tokens,
authenticators can be used with existing
terminals and keyboards. To log-in to a host
system, the user enters his personal identi-
fication number (PIN) via the terminal in the
usual way, and the system issuesa challenge in
the form of a randomly generated number. The
user enters the challenge into the authenticator,
which processes it through its algorithm and
displays the result for the user to type into the
terminal. In the meantime, the host system has
carried out the samecalculation and checksthat
the response to its challenge is the expected
answer.If it is, the host system may reasonably
concludethat the useris in possession of a valid
authenticator.
Software packagesare available for most major
host computers through the authenticator sup-
pliers. The secret key used by the encryption
algorithm must, of course, be protected. This
can be done at the computer end by the normal
computer software security mechanism, or
wherehigher security is required, through the
use of dedicated secure hardware containing the
security algorithm and keys. The physical
construction of the authenticator is normally
such that attempts to dismantle it will destroy
its copy of the secret key.
These devices have been available for some
time, and representa fairly mature technology.
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Particular products include Sytek☂s PFX random
password generator and Racal Guardata☂sWatchword RG500 product. This kind of deviceis convenient to use, does not require specialterminals or protocols, and can be used withexisting equipment. It can be used from anylocation ♥ even a hotel room. A photograph ofthe Racal device is reproducedin Figure 5.3.
Smartcards
The developmentof smartcards (also known aschip cards) provides one of the most significantadvances in user authentication and the pro-vision of secure access to computersystems. Theyhave been in commonusein France and Japanfor severalyears in varying degrees of sophisti-cation. Some of the latest ☁super smartcards☂havebuilt-in keypads andcalculator displays.Moreusually, they contain either a semiconductormemory, or a microprocessor combined withsome memory.In either form, the card can beused as a security device, the memory acting asa key, with any processing to control access tothe key beingcarriedoutin the card or terminal.Users insert their smartcard into their terminaland enter a PIN to initiate the log-on procedure.On receiving the PIN, the host engages in adialogue with the smartcard to verify that thecard belongs to the holder of the PIN.
One of the most secure forms of dialogueisbased on the concept of zero knowledge
 

Figure 5.3. Authenticators are calculator-like devicesthat can be usedwith existing terminals

 
 

 

 

systems, which enable the host computerto bealmost totally sure that the useris entitled to
access the system, but without the ☁secret☂ itselfever being transmitted from the smartcard to
the host. Zero knowledge systemsare described
in more detail in Appendix A.
If smartcardsare to be used assecurity keys,it is vital to prevent access to useful informationstored in them. The use of semiconductormemory for storing information within the cardassists in this respect. The informationis usuallystored in the form of small static electricalcharges buried within the silicon chip. Thesecontain the security key. Physical access to thechip is made moredifficult by barriers such asmetallic and epoxy resin encapsulations. Thesebarriers can also contain mechanisms to destroythe electrical charges, should the barrier bebroken. Probing thechip by light beams, X-rays,or electron microscopes will also destroy theburied electrical charges. Thus, the physicalsecurity of smartcard keys appears to be strong.A typical smartcard construction is shown inFigure 5.4.
The one weakness of using a smartcard as ageneral security measure is that users mightleaveit in their terminals or where others mightfind it. The cardis not, initself, any good to anunauthorised user, because a PIN is alsorequired. ThePIN itself is, however, vulnerable,
 Figure 5.4 The physical security of smartcards isstrong because of their construction
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Chapter 5 Preventing breaches of security

if the owner writes it downor is not wary of
☁shoulder cruising☂. One way of overcomingthis
jis to create a bond between the card andits
owner ♥ for example, arranging for the same
card to act as a key to the office, or providing
a neckband or a waistband to keepit on.
The cost of smartcards, compared with alterna-
tive access-control cards, such as infra-red
cards, magnetic cards, or laser cards, depends
on the ratio of cards to reading terminals.
However, the smartcard approach can be the
cheapest, because of the simple technology
neededto access the card ♥ electrical contacts
or induction loops and no moving parts.
Smartcards will undoubtedly increase in
popularity in the future.

Consider biometric methods for
very-high-security systems
Biometric methods are based on measuring
something about an individual, rather than
something that he knows.Their objective is to
make it extremely unlikely that a given stream
of electrical impulses could have come from
anything other than a valid biometric sensor and
an authorised user. Many methods have been
developed, fingerprint recognition being one of
the oldest and most successful. Many of these
techniques were originally developed for
military use or for use in checking criminal
records, and notall are acceptable for normal
commercial use. To be acceptable, a means of
identification must be socially acceptable, safe,
not invade the user☂s privacy, and appear
credible as a business method. Those measures
generally considered acceptable for user
authentication are shown in Figure 5.5. Thefirst
four are the most commonly used.
Signature-verification systems are among the
most acceptable for business purposes. There
are long legal precedents for accepting a
signature as a binding authentication measure.
Available signature-verification systems are of
two main types ♥ active pen, and active tablet.
Active-pen systems use an instrumented pen to
follow the changesin stylus acceleration and
pressure created by writing a signature. Active-
tablet systems require the signature to be
written with a conventional pen on a special
writing pad or tablet. Sensors within the tablet
detect the motion of the pen, either by pressure,
position, or in some cases, sound sensors.

 

 

Figure 5.5 Biometric methodsof user authentication
measure something aboutan individual

Most commonly used methods
Signature
Facial shape
Fingerprint
Typing rhythm      
All biometric systems consist of some form of
physical sensor coupled to some controlling
logic, and a computer system designed to accept
or reject patterns received from the sensor. The
reliability of biometric-recognition methodsis
measuredby the False Rate of Rejection (FRR),
also known as the Type 1 error rate, or the
☁insult rate☂, and the False Rate of Acceptance
(FRA), also knownas the Type 2 errorrate, or
the ☁impostor rate☂. Software within the
biometric system can be adjusted so that the
biometric ☁lock☂ becomes stronger (a low FRA)
or weaker(a low FRR). Figure 5.6 showsthat

 Figure 5.6 As the biometric system is adjusted for a
low FRA(false rate of acceptance), the
corresponding FRR(false rate of
rejection) becomes higher

FRR FRA

Equal FRR and FRA values  
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as the biometric system is adjusted for a low
FRA, the corresponding FRR becomeshigher.
Generally, the two parameters cannot be
controlled independently.
It is a difficult task for designers and users ofbiometric systems to optimise FRR and FRA
values for a particular application. This depends
on two main factors ♥ the consequences of a
false acceptance orrejection, and the relative
shapes of the FRR and FRA curves. For
example, an access-control system for a high-security military site will require an extremelylow FRA value, and the personnel involved maybe preparedto tolerate a high FRR in order to
achieve this. On the other hand, for a banking
application used by the public, too high an FRRmay well result in loss of customers.
Different biometric technologies have dif-ferently shaped curves, and suppliers may havedifferent criteria for quoting FRA and FRRvalues that they believe to be optimum.Figure 5.7 compares some FRR/FRAfigures forcommercially available signature-verification
systems.
The primary disadvantages of most biometricmethods are that they are slow ♥ severalsecondsverification time is common ♥ and theyare expensive. Thereis also a limited amountof biometric data available for larger popu-lations. Nobody yet knows how the FRR/FRAnumberswill be affected for large populations,except in the case of fingerprints. Another
 

  
Figure 5.7 Different suppliers recommenddifferentcombinations of FRA and FRR values

for signature-verification systems

Supplier FRR (%) FRA (%)
Confirma Technology 1.4 1.4
De la Rue 07 3
IBM 0.2 0.6
Inforite Corp 2 4
Quest =2 =2
Signify Inc 0.2-1.4 ♥
TITN 3.5 3.5

(Source: JRP Consultants)
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problem is ensuring that any files of prestored
information are secure. By definition, these will
contain extremely valuable information for
someone who wishes to gain unauthorised
access to a system. Biometric methods will beactively developed, however, and more, and
faster, methodsare likely to appear during the
early 1990s.

Apply access controls
As computersystems have been made availableto more people both within and outside theorganisation, so the need to control who canaccess the systems, and in which ways, has alsogrown. Suchaccess control is concerned withmuch more than just checking that a validpassword has been used. Different users will beentitled to access different subsets of appli-cations and data. Somewill be entitled to changethe data; others will not. Some users will bepermitted to access the system only via specificterminals or machines connected to a network.Commercially available software, known asaccess-controltools, can be used to help managethese problems.
Simply applying an access-control tool will, ofcourse, achieve verylittle if it is not part of awider security policy. In particular, access-control software requires detailed knowledgeabout access paths and access rights forindividuals or groups of users. na large-scalenetworked environment, these may be con-stantly changing, andin this situation, a securityscheme based on access-monitoring and system-warning messagesis the only practical way ofcontrolling user access. To work at all, theconcept of access control must be supported bymanagement, and the varying levels of pro-tection to be given to different types ofinformation must be clearly defined. Otherwise,security will be so loose as to be ineffective, orso tight as to be unnecessarily restrictive.
In the IBM environment, the access-controltoolsmost often used are Computer Associates☂ ACF2and TOPSECRET,and IBM☂s RACF. RACF hasrecently been updated by IBM,andits abilityto integrate with other IBM software has beenimproved. Computer Associates is beta testingversions of ACF2 and TOPSECRET designed tobe used in networked systems containing amixture of IBM andDigital hardware.
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In the minicomputerarea, there are many small
suppliers of security software, characterised by
technical expertise and a strong national focus,
concentrating primarily on one manufacturer☂s
range of minicomputers. Someof these products
are designed to enhance and managethebasic
security provisions of the operating systems,
and othersare intendedto monitoror audit the
security provisionsin place. In both cases, the
fundamental security provided by the operating
system is unchanged. The objective is to
improve the delivered security by eliminating
hidden weaknesses anderrors in the way the
security provisions are used. The security-
management approach is, of course, more
expensive than the security-monitoring
approach, but requires less skill and effort,
which may be importantin largerinstallation.
The disadvantage is that the procedures
embodied in the tool must alwaysbe followed,
and the reporting mechanisms must be trusted
not to conceal any important information.

The problem with most of these proprietary
systemsis that the security offered works only
within the hardware and software environment
of one mainframe or minicomputer supplier.
There are developments in hand, particularly
in the Unix and OSI arenas, to improve this
situation, but progress is slow, because good
security goes to the heart of network and
operating-system design. One attempt to address
this problem is Project Athena.

Project Athenais a large network (up to 10,000
workstations) being developed at MIT. The
project, which began in 1983, and is funded
principally by Digital and IBM, addresses two
main issues ♥ the management of a large,
distributed heterogeneous network, and the
control of security within that network. Athena
provides a single log-in procedure for a Unix
environment, with a special emphasis on
security.

Security within Athenais handled by a central
authentication machine called Kerberos.
Kerberos is based on a trusted authentication
scheme where a user☂s identity, access rights,
andprivileges are held within an authentication
database. Timestampingis used to prevent the
replay of transactions, and encryption is used
to prevent eavesdropping. Because Athena uses
a variety of intelligent workstations that can
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easily be corrupted by clever users, the
workstations are not trusted. Athena downloads
trusted systems software at each log-in, and
deliberately cleans up all network connections
and temporary storage areas at log-out to
prevent attempts at ☁data scavenging☂ ♥ the
process of reconstructing the work just
completed from data left lying about in the
memory of the workstation or in temporary disc
files.
Although Athenais in active use at MIT and will
continue to be developed, the concept of a
central authentication machine appears un-
suitable for large-scale commercial develop-
ment, partly because the system cannot,
apparently, be scaled up to a size suitable for
a very large commercial network, and partly
because of the dependence on a single
authentication device.
As we haveseen, no single unifying meansof
providing secure access control is available
today. Organisations must therefore address
each of the potential threats separately. We
discuss below the measures that Foundation
members might take to control access to
networks, databases, operating systems, and
personal computers.
Network-access controls
To prevent unauthorised access to computer
systems, the networksthat give access to those
systems mustbe controlled. Until quite recently,
however, networks have been implemented
primarily as data transport mechanisms; work
on standards to enable public networks to
control access to the networkis only inits early
stages. (Progress on OSI standardsin this area
is discussed in Appendix B.) In the meantime,
members with networks of computers must
devise their own solutions to the security
problem.
Network managers should pay particular
attention to the mechanismsfor gaining access
to the network for management purposes.
Maintenance-control facilities for packet
switches, multiplexors, and so on, should not,
for example, be accessible via a standard
password supplied by a vendor. Either the
password should be changed and use of the
facility monitored, or the maintenance functions
should be run as a separate network facility,
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with no meansof accessing application datafiles.
Loss of control over security is potentially oneof the most serious problems of networkedsystems. Once computers are networked, theleast secure part of that network defines thelevel of security that applies throughout thewhole network. This means that even quitesecure mainframes can be compromised by aninsecure minicomputer or workstation. Thefollowing precautions should be taken:
♥ Where dial-in access is used, ensure thatsuitable dial-back modemsare in use, so thatthe system can verify that access is beingmade from an authorised telephone number.In somecountries, a dial-up connectionis notbroken until the caller hangs up.If the callerholds the line, a dial-back modem can be☁fooled☂ into believing thatit has verified thatthe call came from an authorised number,even whenit did not. The use of dual-linedial-back modems (which ensure that themodem calls back on a different telephoneline) overcomes this problem.
♥ Wheredial-back is not practical, consider theuse of modem controllers that require anauthentication code before access to anycomputer port is given. Ensure -that allunused authentication codes and ports areblocked.
♥ Avoid contiguousdial-in telephone numbers,and select numbers on different exchangesfrom the company telephone number.
♥ Considerthe potential threats very carefullybefore allowing modem access via a PABXthat allows direct inward dialling toindividual extensions. First, such a switch-board narrowsthe search for hackers tryingto find a modem.Second,it is easy to arrangeforcalls to be diverted within the PABX, andthus subvert the dial-in security. Diversionis also possible on some modern publictelephone exchanges. The use of ☁follow me☂

services provided by the PTT can be used tosubvert dial-back modems. Ensure that thesefacilities are not available to modem lines.
♥ Keep accurate records of all connections.

passwordsare changed. Hackers have beenknownto use the standard passwords to gainaccess to a PAD so that they can amend thecontrol tables in a waythat then allows themto gain access to a system connected to thePAD.Consider monitoring the ports that areconnected to a packet-switched network.They, too, have been used by hackers toaccess systems, particularly where failed log-in attemptsare notregistered. This omissionmeans that the system is vulnerable to anautomated password-guessing attack.
Database-access controls
Internal database controls define who canaccess and amendspecific items of information,and usually this arrangement works adequatelyto preserve data integrity. Three mattersdeserve particular consideration, however:
♥ The password-verification system for loggingon to the computeris often separate from thepassword-verification system for thedatabase. This meansthat no check is madeto ensure that a user seeking to access adatabaseis the same user who hasjust loggedon to the computer.It is critical that the twopassword systemsare kept in step; this is atedious administrative process into whicherrors can easily be incorporated. Productupgrades that address this problem arebecoming available.

The introduction of strict database accesscontrols may have a negative impact onperformance, and in such cases, there is adanger that security will be a low priority.Wheresecurity is compromised in this way,the security policy committee should beinformed.
Databases are usually accessed throughapplication programsthat take care of thesecurity arrangements. Use of other data-base-accesstools, particularly utilities thatcan alter database records andfields withoutmaking an audit log, must also be carefullycontrolled if database security is not to besubverted.

In the business environment, database security♥ Control the security of packet-switched net- is usually more concerned with data integrityworks. Where these are connected to the than data confidentiality, but in particularpublic network, ensure that any standard circumstances, data confidentiality could be anPacket Assembler Disassembler (PAD) issue. Potential weaknesses in the area of
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confidentiality are data inference and data
aggregation:
♥ Data inference is the ability to draw a

conclusion from available data where the
inferred conclusion is deliberately hidden.
An example might be a database that allows
salary figures (without names) and skills
(with names) to be accessed. By comparing
knownsalaries ♥ those of senior directors
and one☂s ownsalary, for example ♥ with
theskills list, it might be possible to identify
that the skills are listed in the same order as
the salaries. If they are, the relationship
betweensalaries, names, and skills can be
inferred.

♥ Data aggregation is concerned with drawing
a conclusion, which would otherwise be
hidden, by examining several apparently
unrelated data items. For example, by
accessing information on skills (including
languages), travel dates, and names,it might
be possible to determine that a particular
type of project is about to begin in a certain
country.

Research work aimed at protecting secret
information in relational databases is being
carried out by Teresa Lunt at SRI International,
Menlo Park, California, and commercial data-
base developers (including Oracle Corporation)
are knownto be involved in research in this
area. Eventually, the results of this work may
becomeincorporated in commercial products.
Until then, these problems can be addressed
only at the application level by ensuring that
sensitive linkages cannot be made.

Operating-system security
Today☂s access-control security systems are
closely interlinked with the computer☂s operat-
ing systems. In the main, the security features
workwell and additional packages are available

♥ Ensure that staff understand the security
facilities available by sending them on
courses and subsequently contacting sup-
pliers to resolve any problems or
misunderstandings.
Monitor the security of the software systems
in use. Set in place standards for new
application designs. Seek advice from
supplier specialists about the most obvious
weaknesses in their systems, and ensure
that, as far as possible, these are eliminated.
Look for commondefects such as open access
points, buffers andfiles left in a vulnerable
state, and so on.
Ensure that software standards and guide-
lines are integrated with the organisation☂s
security policy and plans ♥ for example, an
eventual move to smartcards or authenti-
cators.
Be aware that government bodies are setting
up standards for evaluating software (and
other systems) security. The best knownis
the US Orange Book (and Red Book)series,
but efforts are being made to establish
European standards for commercial com-
puter security. In the United Kingdom, the
Department of Trade and Industry has
published a draft series of ☁Green Books☂.
This is not as far advanced as the Orange
Book series but UK members should watch
for developments. In West Germany, the
Zentralstelle fiir Sicherheit in der Informa-
tionstechnik (ZSI), a government body, has
also produced a Green Book, setting out
standards and evaluation criteria for
commercial and industrial computer systems.
This is not as explicit as the US Orange Book,
but German members should track further
developments in the standards and guide-
lines. There are also initiatives to establish
certification bodies for security mechanisms
based on ☁colour book☂ standards.

to enhance security when required. Suppliers No operating system is perfectly secure, and
of operating systems and access-control defects will come to light from timeto time.
software are not, however, convinced that user Obviously, suppliers are reluctant to publicise
organisations fully understand or use all the the defects, both for commercial and for
security features that they provide, whereas security reasons. Systems managers should
users claim that the tools are difficult to maintain close liaison with supplier experts and
understand,difficult to use, andlimitedin their recognise that while they maybereluctant to
application. We recommend that user organi- spell out the details of a defect, they may well
sations should take the following actions to be preparedto advise that a particular☁fix☂ can
improve operating-system security: be applied.
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Personal computer security

The best known problem that personal com-
puters suffer from is viruses. Many members
have taken the precaution of issuingall theirusers with a pamphlet warning of the dangers
of viruses and offering advice on how to avoidintroducing a virus into their personal com-
puters. In the main, this has been very
successful. Not everyone, however, has been
lucky. One company had a personal computer
infected when a new recruit, who had not beenissued with the warning pamphlet in time, rana disc infected with the☁Aids☂ virus. Foundationmembers should quote the recent publicityabout hackers and viruses to encourage personal
computer users to take security seriously.
Where users store sensitive data on personalcomputers, removable hard disc units should beusedso that they can be locked away whennotin use. Where access hasto berestricted, theuse of proprietary access-control and file-encryption systems should be considered,ensuring that any such systemis relevant to thekind of threat that is being guarded against.Simple access locks or password schemes willguard against the casual data ☁groper☂; strongermeasures may be necessary to defeat thedetermined data thief. Encryption systemsrequiring an additional circuit card in thepersonal computer are, for example, verysecure, and strong encryption schemes areimpossible to crack, even for those whodesigned them. The problem is that hardware-based systemssuch as these use up one of thespare slots in the workstation. This may be aproblem whenencryptionis required in certaintypes ofapplications(financial-dealing or CADsystems, for example) that already use most of
the spareslots.

Encryption methods for personal computersecurity have other disadvantages:

♥ The encryption process slows down access
times, which can be quite serious forspreadsheetapplications(still one of the most
commonuses for personal computers).

♥ The introduction of a single error in an
encrypted file can destroy a substantial
amountof data. A single bit error could easily
invalidate 64 characters.
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♥ If a user loses the encryption key, the
information is effectively lost.

To avoid security problems with radio emissions
from personal computers, users can apply
TEMPEST techniques. These are a series oftechniques concerned with controlling the
amount of radio frequency electromagnetic
signals entering and emanating from electronic
equipment. Originally developed for military
and governmentuse, they are now available ina commercial form andare suitable for use insensitive applications, where eavesdropping,inparticular, is likely to be a threat. An alternativeis to use devices that emit a scrambled radiosignal at the same frequency as the work-station☂s display-scanningrate. This will swamp
any emitted signals.
These techniquesare not cheap, however, andshould be considered only in extreme circum-stances. For the occasional workstation userwhois concerned about radio emissions, themost practical solution is to surround theworkstation with similar devices, each runninga program that varies the screen patternfrequently ♥ a game program, perhaps. Someexperts advise standing the workstation on awoodentable, well away from metal objects.

Use encryption as a security tool
Cryptographic techniques enable systemsdesigners to provide message and data con-fidentiality, or integrity, or both. Applied todata, encryptionis the orderly transformationof one bit stream into another, such that theoutput bears no apparent relationship to theinput. Encryptionalgorithmsare used to ☁lockup☂ data with a mathematical cipher thatrequires massive amounts of computerresources and time to unlock without thecorrect key (which maywell be different fromthat used to lock up the data). These processesof encipherment and decipherment are socomplex and so computationally intensive thatspecial hardware and/or softwareis required tohandle them.
Used correctly, encryption is the most securemeans of protecting confidential data againstunauthorised disclosure. It is a more effectivemeans of protection than the access-controlmechanisms described earlier in this chapter,
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Chapter 5 Preventing breaches of security

which are relatively simple for hackers and
other intruders to defeat.
The strength of an encryption code is governed
by the laws of mathematical intractability, and
by the complexity and granularity of the overall
cryptographic system design. Modern crypto-
graphic systems are constructed in such a way
that it is not possible, even with the knowledge
of the precise techniques used, to trace back the
transformations madeso as to mountan attack
on the application using the particular
cryptographic system. However, the all-
important issues are how the keys used for
encryption are chosen, to whom they are made
known, how they are made known, and how
they are used. The problemsof distributing and
changing keys are discussed below.

Choosing between hardware and
software encryption methods
Encryptionis generally performed using either
a program running within an organisation☂s
computer (software encryption) or a special-
purposeelectronic device (hardware encryption).
The results are usually identical, but various
factors need to be considered in choosing one
or the other method.
Dedicated hardware devicesare typically some
ten to a hundredtimes faster than their soft-
ware equivalents. Speed is the main advantage
of hardware solutions, and speed is often an
essential requirement. Hardware devices are
also generally easier to protect physically, but
they are expensive to build and they lack
flexibility. The relative ease with which soft-
ware encryption may be upgraded is
advantageous wherethe pace of change within
secure systems is a complicating factor.

The importance of managing keys
Encrypted data remainssafe only as long as the
keys used for encryption remain safe. The
generation, distribution, storage, and regular
changing of cryptographic keys must therefore
be managedin anefficient and secure fashion.

Usually, two levels of keys have to be
considered ♥ data-encrypting keys for the
protection of data, and key-encrypting keys for
the protection of keys during transmission or
while held in storage. Since keys become more
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vulnerable the longer they are in use, data-
encrypting keys are changed frequently. It is
generally advisable to do this oncepersession,
and becauseof this, the data-encrypting keyis
often also knownasthesession key.

Kinds of encryption
For the commercial user, two groups of crypto-
graphic systems are available, based either on
industry or defacto standardalgorithms, or on
proprietary or purpose-built algorithms. Both
can be used satisfactorily and with the
assurancethat they are ☁registered☂ by ISO. For
reasons of national security, the member bodies
of ISO have agreed not to standardise crypto-
graphic algorithms as such, but instead, to set
up a registration authority to be operated (in
Europe) by the UK National Computing Centre.
The register maintained there will contain
information supplied to it by algorithm builders
regarding the characteristics and availability (for
example, import/export restrictions) of the
registered item. The register will not, however,
provide any qualitative information enabling
users to assess the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the listed algorithms.
There are two well established ☁standard☂
algorithms available today ♥ the DES or Data
Encryption Standard originally developed by
IBM,and the RSA algorithm, named afterits
inventors, Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman.
Although the methods by which these
algorithms work are public knowledge, their
use, particularly as hardware devices, is con-
trolled by government agencies, and by patent
and product-licensing restrictions.
Private algorithms havea role to play where the
strength and cost of DES or RSA are not
required or notjustified, or where international
import/exportrestrictions make their use diffi-
cult. Private algorithms are not necessarily
stronger or weaker than DES or RSA; they
simply have a different role to play. One
advantage of a private algorithm is that it is
frequently easier to ☁tune☂ it to meet particular
requirements.
From a technical stand-point, there are two
basic kinds of encryption mechanism ♥
symmetric and asymmetric systems:
♥ Symmetric, or private key algorithms use the

samekey to lock and unlock data. The best
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known symmetric algorithm is DES, whichis widely used particularly in the banking
industry. For a symmetric algorithm to work
securely, there must be a highly secure
means of distributing the keys. Much has
been written on key distribution and many
methods areavailable, butit isa complex and
difficult task to do well, especially where
hundredsof dispersed sites are involved.

♥ Asymmetric, or public key algorithms use
one key to lock the data and another key to
unlock the data. Thus, the user can makehisencrypting key widely known (thatis, public)
but will keep his decrypting key secret;
anyonecan therefore encrypt a message to
send to him, but only he will be able to
decryptits contents. Public key systems are
particularly useful in overcoming someof the
key-distribution problemsreferred to earlier,
and for applications where a large number
of non-trusted users are connected into the
network.

In certain applications, it is appropriate to use
a combination of private key and public key
systems, gaining the best from each. (The
distinction between public and private keysis
fully described in Report 51, Threats to
Computer Systems.)

Security of encryption
Designing strong encryption algorithmsis ajobfor experts, and for the vast majority ofcommercial purposes, the existing algorithms
that have stood the test of time will provide
more than adequate security. No successfulattempt to decipher information encrypted
using DEShas sofar been proven,after almost
20 years of use by manyfinancialinstitutions.
There are more than 70,000 billion possible DES
keys, and there is no known wayof cracking
DESotherthanby trying all possible keys until
the right oneis found. Technically, this is known
as exhaustive key searching, and it has been
estimated that DES would require more than
1,000 years of computing on a Cray-2
supercomputer, or in excess of 10 million years
on an IBM-AT, to complete this task.
Nevertheless, DES has been subject to criticism
and has some perceived technical weaknesses.
DES depends heavily for its strength on the
56-bit key used to encrypt the information, and
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it has been arguedthat this key length is too
short. In addition, some bit patterns are known
to result in weak or semi-weak keys, easy for
a crypto-analyst to deduce. However, these keys
are well knownand canreadily be eliminated.
Likewise, the strength of DES can be further
improved by double andtriple application, a
simple but effective way of overcomingpossible
key length problems.
RSA keysare typically 512 bits long and provide
strong security, particularly in more open net-
work situations. RSA is often used to encryptDES keys prior to their transfer across a
network. Unlike DES, the strength of RSA
is critically dependent upon the key length
chosen ♥ the greater the length, the more
secure the algorithm. In order to crack RSA,huge numbers must be factorised ♥ for a 512-bit
key, this would typically take around 90,000
years using a Cray-2 supercomputer.

Other uses of cryptographic techniques
Oneof the most commonuses of cryptographic
techniques is for message authentication.
Authentication can, of course, be achievedwithout recourse to the use of cryptography, butit does providesignificant advantages in manycases where data integrity is essential andconfidentiality is desirable. Authentication isthe means wherebythereceiver of a messagecan validate its source and all or part ofitscontents, while at the same time being assured
that the connection is not with someoneattempting a masquerade. Such an authenti-cation method involves a key-establishmentstage as well as the authentication process itself,andprotocols using both private and public keysystems have been developedfor this purpose.
For many purposes, it is not necessary toencrypt the entire message, but it is essentialto ensure that the messageis not altered afterit leaves the sender. Financial transactions arean example of this kind of message. Well knownmethods of ensuring the authenticity ofmessages are:
♥ Appending a message authentication code(MAC)or cryptographic ☁checksum☂ to themessage.
♥ Using digital signatures, which transform themessage, or a condensed version ofit, into
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a cryptographically derived code or
☁signature☂ unique to that message.

Any accidental or deliberate corruption of the
messagewill destroy the unique correspondence
between the message contents and the
appended MACordigital signature.
To guarantee that an electronic message is
authentic will generally require that a digital
signature be assigned to that message. Other-
wise, the message could easily be altered,
corrupted, or forged, and could not berelied
upon for commercial transactions.If the source
or the timing of the message is contested, the
digital signature can be used to confirm the
authenticity of the message. The useofdigital
signatures thereforefacilitates open trade and
the expansion of EDI andsimilar services.
Wherethe parties involved are not previously
knownto each other, or for some reason do not
trust each other, the use of digital signatures
can be coupled with a notarisation service to
help resolve disputes. The notarisation service
acts as an electronic notary or independent
witness that can be called upon to prove that
not only was a given message sent, but that it
was also received and acknowledged as being
received. Thus, disputes involving the denial of
sending or receiving messages become futile
because the notarisation service can be called
upon to prove the matter beyond dispute.

Build in integrity checks
The integrity aspects of security must be
designed into systems at the start. Built-in
checks and balances will help to ensure that
errors, as well as frauds, are automatically
prevented.
Use reconciliation in files and programs
A degree ofintegrity is assured by introducing
routines that check the internal consistency of
data. This is a normal design technique that, at
least, ensures that ☁the books balance☂. Closely
allied to this technique is the concept of ☁the
well formed transaction☂, discussed by David
Wilson, an authority on systems security, who
addressed members at the International
Foundation Conference in Cannesin 1989. The
well formed transaction is an accounting
principle that should be embodied in application
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programs and audit trails. In essence,it, too,
ensures that the books balance. For every debit
entry, there is a corresponding credit entry, and
it is never possible to access one entry without
affecting the other. The well formedtransaction.
can be ensured through good program design
and good access controls.

Use inspections for systems integrity
The corruptionof existing program code can be
largely prevented by strong physical protection
and by software digital signatures. There is,
however,little that can be done to prevent a
determined programmer from introducing a
Trojan horse or a logic bomb into a program at
the design or coding stage. Inspections and
walkthroughsshould find most of the problems
at the design stage, but as with any manual
method,there is always a chance that some will
escape detection.
In theory, it should be possible automatically to
compare the design specification with the
delivered code. Some workhas been donein this
area, particularly for safety-critical applications.
Verilog, a specialist French software house,
offers automated design and simulation aids
intendedto verify that industrial process-control
programsundertest have only those executable
paths that the design says they should have.In
time, perhaps,this kind of aid will be available
to commercial-application programming teams
working on mainframes. Until then, most
organisations must rely on employing trust-
worthy people and formulating good back-up
and contingency plans.

Separate critical duties
Although they are an essential feature of
systems security, technical countermeasures
will dolittle to prevent dishonesty. David Wilson
andhis colleague, David Clark, have pointed out
that although many computersecurity schemes
address confidentiality and availability, few
fully address the integrity of information.
Information integrity is greatly enhanced by the
well formedtransaction, discussed earlier, and
the separation of duties.
The separation of duties is an organisational
countermeasure that is underthe direct control
of management. It must be remembered that
computer applications are merely systems for
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manipulating numbers and symbols. Computershave no means of checking that the numbersand symbols match reality. Applicationdesigners have to rely on the integrity ofindividuals, entering data that correctlyrepresentsreality. Separating the duties of keyindividuals is one way of ensuring that thecomputer cannot be deceived by a singleindividual. Of course, collusion betweenindividuals can subvert the separation-of-dutiesprinciple, but other measures, such as theperiodic rotation of duties among individuals,will restrict opportunities for collusion.
In one company wespoke to, the separation-of-duties principle had been subverted in-advertently owing to a shortage of staff. Staffhad two passwords and wereable to performeach of the separated actions under theappropriate password. Passwords were shared,so that holidays, sickness, and so on, did notinterrupt operations. No fraud was committed.The staff involved were conscious of the riskand kept silent to avoid advertising the threatto security. Only by looking at the completebusiness system in thelight of the Clark/Wilsonconcepts of the well formed transaction and the
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separation of duties can this kind of error be
avoided.
The separation-of-duties principle must be
maintained, regardless of local difficulties, or
broader organisational problems. Where ashortage of staff or the nature of business
structures make local separation of dutiesdifficult, it may be necessary to use informationtechnology to separate the duties geo-graphically. As business structures becomeflatter, and as responsibilities are devolvedfurther downthe organisation, the principlemust continue to be adhered to. It isfundamentalto the preservation of informationintegrity.
Preventing breaches of systems security is, aswe haveseen, a complex task for the systemsmanager. However stringent the securityproceduresthatarein place, thereis always apossibility that security will, at some time, bebreached.It is therefore imperative that systemsmanagers are also aware of methods ofdetecting such breaches and of limiting thedamaging effects of any that do occur. Theseconcerns are the subject of Chapter6.
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Chapter 6
Detecting and limiting the effects of breaches of

Security is about the prevention and detection
of threats that might damage a business.
Prevention was discussed in Chapter 5, and as
we saw there, it is impossible to ensure total
security. One systems managertold us that the
only way to make a computertotally secure
would beto ☁☁unplugit, case it in concrete, and
sink it in a deep ocean trench☂☂. In other words,
a totally secure computer would be unusable.
Detecting breachesof security is therefore also
an essential part of a security policy.If the trail
of events is followed quickly enough after
something has happened, action can be taken
to limit the damage that might be caused.In this
chapter, we describe the methods and tech-
niques for detecting breaches of security early
in their development, and some of the measures
for limiting the effect of the breaches that do
occur.

Closing the loop to make
detection automatic
A fundamental tool in the design of any type
of system (including computer systems) is the
notion of feeding back the results of an action
to the source of that action, and comparing the
desired result with the actual result. Of course,
feeding back to all users the security impli-
cations of every transaction that they initiate
is plainly impractical. First, the volumeof data
would,in most cases, be overwhelming. Second,
most users would require enormous amounts of
time, patience, and motivation to analyse the
data. Third, users would need to have detailed
knowledge of the way the system operates. The
feedback concept cannot therefore be used at
the detailed level, but it can be used where
exception reports relating to security are
available.
One of the most useful techniques is to feed
back to users some of the analyses of log-in

 

security

records. However, this must be done in sucha
waythat users will seeit as a help in identifying
problems rather than as covert spying. In one
organisation where such a policy was in
operation, problems were spotted in the training
process, when users were unsure how the
password system operated, and did not know
how to respond whena password was changed
and then forgotten. Such a policy has also
served to identify users regularly trying to
exceed their access rights.
Members who have used this technique feed
back log-in and other security monitoring results
to business management, highlighting deviations
from normal practice, and providing guidelines
on action to be taken. The reports are sent to
business managers because they normally have
a good understanding of the day-to-day
operations connected with the actions that have
initiated the monitoring reports. The reports
should therefore include information such as
dates and times of use, files accessed and
updated, and so on, so that business managers
can spot, or account for, any anomalies.

Developing sensitive monitoring
systems
For security-monitoring systemsto be of value,
they must be sensitive enough to detect the
occasional attempt by a hacker to gain access
to a system, a user☂s efforts to extend his
knowledge of the system, and the first
awakeningsof a virus program. One company☂s
security advisor claimed, ☁☁if your monitoring
system does not detect anything, it is not
sensitive enough☂☂. An analogy can be drawn
with tuning into a weak radio station ♥ the
volume needs to be turned up in orderto find
the station; it can subsequently be turned down
for normal listening. The systems security
manager does not have access to a simple
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☁volumecontrol☂; the tools and the availability
of information are restricted and imperfect.
However,three practical steps can be taken ♥
monitor access (both to buildings and offices and
to computer systems), use vaccines to detect andremove viruses, and institute controls in theform of regular data reconciliation and
plausibility checks.

Monitor access
Thefirst practical step is to monitor physicalaccess to office and other areas, so that thesecurity monitoring systems know who is ~present, whenthey arrive and leave, and wherethey are at any given time. Information aboutwhois physically present should be related tosoftware access controls, and the two recordsshould always match. Since most systems
security problems derive from internal users,this helps to control a major source of securitybreaches. Several Foundation members, forexample, provide their security staff withprintouts from the physical access loggingsystems. They can be compared with terminalaccess logsandfile access logs to identify staffwho are roaming from one department toanother, outside normal working hours.
Another approach to improving the detectionof security breachesis to build alarm indicationsinto applications software. Barclays Bank andothers have donethis to detect ATM and credit-card misuse by building information about likelyfraudulent transaction sequences into theapplication program. The Barclays systemanalyses credit card transactions for abnormaltransaction types and looksfor rapid sequencesof cash withdrawals. Other systems detect theuse of ATM machines for such events as cashwithdrawals on the same card from widelydispersed locations, or an unusual pattern ofwithdrawals. Some ATMsare in constant use24 hours a day; othersare rarely used late atnight. If a normally unused dispenseris used for
severaltransactionslate at night, it can be shutdownuntil further checks are made.
Essentially, this kind of security represents an
electronic ☁trip-wire☂ set off by some pre-determined event. Some members have
incorporated these types of security checks intosystems and arranged that user identities andkeystrokes are recorded for subsequent
analysis. Although this approach may prevent
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or limit the possibility of fraud, it may also cause
inconvenienceto legitimate users. Great care is
necessary in designing systems that include
these types of checks, but where valuable assets
are at risk, it is a worthwhile approach.

Use vaccines to detect and remove
viruses
Prevention is better than cure, and ideally,
viruses would neverget into computers in thefirst place. Even the best run installations,however, can suffer from a virus attack, andFoundation members should know how todetect and cure

a

virus. Until recently, viruseshave been regarded as a serious nuisance, butlittle more. Most viruses wereeasily detected,relatively benign in their effect, and easy tocure. The situation is now moreserious,as theeffects of viruses are becoming more severe andless easy to cure, as they begin to affect localand wide-area networks, and as publicity beginsto undermine confidence.
Virus detection depends on the fact that, tobecomeactive, a virus must attachitself to, oralter, an existing program. The virus, however,will not be activated until the ☁host? programis run. A virus canreside on a floppy disc or ahard disc and do no harm whatsoever, so longas the executable component of the virus isnever activated. It is crucial that companiesknow what to do and what not to do should apersonal computer become infected with avirus, both to eliminate the infection and toavoid the massive loss of confidence that aninfection can bring. There have been reports ofcompanies discarding perfectly good personalcomputers simply because no-one in the systemsdepartmentcould getrid of a virus. If a localarea network were to becomeinfected, theresults of such a policy would be expensive andextremely disruptive.
Detection methods depend on three maintechniques: looking for virus ☁signatures☂,identifying changes in the size of an existingprogram, and using encryption to protectprogram files:
♥ The simplest technique involves running aprogram that looksfor virus ☁signatures☂ ♥the specific bit patterns belonging to a virusprogram. These detection programsare fastto run, but are highly specific to a given
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virus, and are unreliable if an adapted
version of an existing virus is created. As
new viruses appear, new signature-detection
programsare required. The cost of theseis
usually small, however, and minimal
compared with the cost that might be
incurred if a virus remains undetected.

♥ The size-change detection technique uses a
program that identifies the additional
memory requirement that some viruses add
to existing programs. This techniqueis also
fast, but is not reliable in detectingall virus
types.It is possible, although difficult, fora
virus to compress a program file such that
the length remains unchanged. Alter-
natively, a virus can alter a small part of the
infected program without changing its
length, and keep the main bodyof the virus
in a separate, hidden,file.

♥ The strongest virus-detection techniqueis to
use hashing or encryption methods to
generate a unique identifying number from
the contents of a program file that is known
to be free of viruses. The technique works
by recalculating the number and comparing
it with the ☁trusted☂ number. Any change will
indicate that the program file has been
tampered with. Even if the encryption
methodis known,it should be impossible to
make any significant change to.the file
without detection. This approachis slow to
use, however, and depends on securely
protecting the trusted number. Sometimes,
the slowness of the approach means that
program files are checked only daily or at
random intervals. This obviously represents
a compromise between security and ease of
use.

Removinga virus involvesisolating it and then
either undoing the damage to program and data
files, or replacing them from back-up files.
Infected personal computers must immediately
be isolated from any host computers and
networks to avoid possible spread of the virus
or re-infection. Infected local area networks
must be checked, workstation by workstation,
and at any servers connected to the network.
All disc files must be examined for infection.
Users must be awareof the importance of doing
this and must be persuaded to submit all their
discs for checking.It is also essential to ensure
that no program copies stored on the back-up
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files have becomeinfected. A virus-free library
copy should always be kept separate from day-
to-day activity. Where virus detection tools
locate virus fragments among data files, the
fragments should also be removed.
All this work is expensive and time-consuming.
It is essential that those responsible for handling
virus problemscaneither deal with the problem
quickly and effectively themselves, or can call
on experts who can help. The best way for
systemsstaff to learn how to removevirusesis
to receive training from specialistsin this field.

Do data reconciliation and plausibility
checks
In Chapter 5, we described howtheprinciple
of the ☁well formed transaction☂ ensuresthatall
data within a system is consistent and that it
cannot be altered without a record of the
alteration appearing. In a perfect system,this
approach wouldpreservetheintegrity of data.
However, systems are not perfect, and errors
do occur.
One approach to detecting flaws in data
integrity is to run error-checking routines con-
tinuously. These are designed to provide
additional support to the well formed trans-
action principle. This approach works by
ensuring the presence of supporting and
balancing data elements and, where possible,
doing checkingcalculations.
An example of the value of this approach comes
from a financial-services organisation. Subtle
faults were identified in some new applications
programs, which were introducingerrors into
an online database. The early identification of
this problem preventedthe errors corrupting the
entire database. Another example comes from
a utility organisation that has incorporated
plausibility checks into its billing procedures.
This kind of organisation has had checksin place
for many years to avoid sending outbills that
are obviously wrong ♥ with massively high,
zero, or negative amounts. These checks have
been developed and made moresophisticated
by the use of moving-average and other
statistical techniques to identify bills that are
significantly different from the past pattern.
These are sent to an ☁exception☂ file and
examined manually before being printed and
sent to customers. The objective is to preserve
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the reputation of the utility, but the principle
can be applied to other formsof integrity check.

Using existing tools to best effect
Today☂s access-control and computer-manage-
ment systems can produce a complete audittrail
of whohas used what systems, when they were
used, and what they were used for, but it is
frequently impractical to store and analyse all
of the information produced. A large banking
organisation reported that it would need to
process and store around one gigabyte of data
every dayif it were to adopt this approach. Awell managed exception-reporting system is a
preferable alternative, but there are problems
with this approach:
♥ Thetools mustbe usedto protect all systems

resources, not just those that are managed
directly by the systems department.

♥ The facilities available with most access-
controltools, such as thefacility to grade the
sensitivity of information, and thefacility to
restrict the days and times during which
access is permitted, or locations from whichaccess can be made, are not fully used.
Identifying all the systems resources
requiring protection and assessing therelative importance of information requires
top management support, and restricting
access meansthat those managing securitymust be delegated with the necessary
authority.

♥ Those running the systems do not always
know whoaccesses every resource, when
they access it, and why.

For business reasons, it may be desirable to
allow free access to most of the information. A
totally open-access regime does, however,
compromise security. A practical approachis to
start with an open-access regime, monitorit,
and gradually restrict access in the light of themonitoring information. During this phase,
however, many access-control tools can be set
to give warnings to the security controller rather
than to block access. Once the access regimeis
working effectively, warning messages may
gradually be replaced with blocking controls. In
a dynamic business environment, management
must constantly be aware of the need to
maintain a delicate balance betweenrestricting
access and ease of access. Legitimate users
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should be unawareof the presenceof an access-
control regime. If the security measures hinderlegitimate users, they havefailed to achieve oneof their prime objectives.

Tracking advances in detection
tools
The problem with monitoring computersystemsfor possible breaches of security is that largevolumes of irrelevant data can be produced,
which is time-consuming and expensive tohandle manually. Better automatic monitoringand detection tools are needed, and someadvances are being madein applying expert-
system techniques in this area. Two suchprojects are the Intrusion Detection ExpertSystem (IDES), being developed by Teresa Lunt
and her team at SRI, and the Wisdom & Senseexpert system, also developed in the UnitedStates.
IDES, which is described in Figure 6.1, isdesigned to detect hackers, internal penetrators(masqueradersand clandestine users), and userswhotry to exceed their access rights. IDESworksby☁learning☂ the behaviour of each userand detects significantshifts in behaviour. Work
 

Figure 6.1 The IDES system is designed to detectthreats automatically

IDES(Intrusion Detection Expert System) is beingdeveloped at SRIInternational's Computer ScienceLaboratory in Menlo Park, California, funded by the USNavy☂s Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command.The system runs on two Sun workstations ♥ a 3/260with a 560 Mbytedisc to process the data, and aManager's enquiry terminal using a 3/60 ♥ and isbased on Oracle☂s database management system andSQL. No

a

priorirules are built into the system; instead,it ☁learns☂ the behaviour of each user and detectssignificant changes in behaviour. It works by monitoringsuch factors as log-in time and location, the amountofconnect time, CPUtime, input/output usage, and anyprotection violations. Log-in time is divided into threeparts ♥ day, evening, and night/weekends/publicholidays. The violations reported on include directorymodifications and password errors.
This approachis unreliable, however,ifit is introducedwhen peopleare already abusing the system, becauseIDESwill simply learn their bad habits. Furthermore,because IDES maintains profiles of user behaviouraveraged over 50 days,it could be defeated byaclever user who slowly varies his usage profile over along period. Whether system abusers have that muchpatience is open to doubt. Work is proceeding to address these weaknesses.
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reported so far suggests a false rate of
acceptance (FRA) of about 1 per cent and a false
rate of rejection (FRR) of some 5 per cent. This
is comparable with biometric measures, but of
course, IDES detects offenders only after they
have gained access to the system.
Wisdom & Sense seeks to allow the systems
security manager to ☁manage by exception☂; only
those events that are not allowed are reported.
It works in two parts ♥ the Wisdom portion is
used to develop a rule base, and the Sense
portion is used to detect and report anomalies.
The system, whichis described in more detail
in Figure6.2, is on beta trial at several USsites
and at the US National Computer Security
Center, where in July 1990, a Tiger Team
intended to attempt to intrude on a system
running Wisdom & Sense. One of the problems
with this detection system is the weighting of
the rules. Under some circumstances, certain
rules can become highly rated and dominate the
analysis. Another is the false-alarm rate.
Developers have attempted to reduce the false-
alarm rate by comparing low event probabilities
with the probability that such an event could
be random,and eliminating unnecessary alarms.

Security tools based on expert systems are at
an early stage of development, butit is worth
tracking their developmentand looking out for
products that incorporate such techniques.
Whenselecting automated tools for detecting

breaches of security, Foundation members
should pay particular attention to the ease with
which the tools can be adapted to cope with
changing business requirements. Access require-
ments are continually changing, and the
detection tools will have to be adjusted
accordingly. Those described above appear to
need a considerable amount of tuning before
becoming sensitive andreliable.

Limiting the effects of breaches
of security
Despite all the preventive and detection
measures that may be taken,thereis always a
chancethat a security breach will occur. It is
therefore important that systems managers limit
the damage that can occur, plan for back-up,
identify when and whereto gethelp ofthe right
kind, and ensure that any insurance coveris
adequate.

Damage limitation
The concept of physical fire walls is well under-
stoodin building design and has been extended
to the design of computercentres. This aspect
of damagelimitation is well described elsewhere
andis beyondthe scopeofthis report. The fire-
wall concept can, however, be extended to
☁logical fire walls☂ that protect data assets. These
include access controls, the encryption of
critical files, and the division ofcritical duties,

 

Wisdom & Sense is an expert system developedin the
United States by Hank Vaccaro and GunarLiepins, at Los
Alamos National Laboratory.It contains several rule bases
generated by humaninput and from an analysis of past
systemsactivity. These rule bases are used concurrently,
each one looking for a particular range of possible threats:
♥ The physical rule base is concerned with where

transactions come from.
♥ The policy rule base contains site-specific rules.
♥ The administrative rule base contains access

permissions and so on.
♥ Theintruder rule base contains information about how

to detect intruders.
♥ The historical rule base is built from past experience.
Security audit records are processed to form individual☂
☁rule trees☂ that are highly specific to individual users and
to groupsof users. Every few weeks,the collected audit 

Figure 6.2 Wisdom & Sense uses expert-system techniques to detect possible threats

records are processed to form a large ☁rule forest☂ of
highly specific rules. Patterns that occur frequently are
graded on

a

scale from high to low,to reflect the quality
of the rule.
All users of the system have a database entry that holds a
score developed from the historical information in the rule
bases. As a userinputs further transactions, the details of
the transactions are written to an audit log and processed
against the rule bases and against past experience with
that user to develop a new score. Scores that exceed
predetermined thresholds are notified to the systems
manager as possible breachesof security.
The system runs on an IBM RT 6151-125 running AIX
with a floating point accelerator card. This system can
process about 20 audit records per second.
Preprocessors canallow several different kinds of
computer audit records to be processed by the same
system against their own rule bases.  
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all of which have been discussedearlier in this
report. Otherlogical fire walls include running
high-risk applications on separate machines,
rotating critical duties, and ensuring that back-
ups are not always made by the same person,
nor all accessible by one person.

Back-up planning
Thereare five stages involved in planning and
implementing the recovery of an information
system. Manyorganisations that have developed
a back-up contingency plan have considered the
first three, which are concerned with defining
and testing the plan; the last two, which are
concerned with recovering from an actual
disaster and returning to normal working, are
less often explicitly considered. Thefive stages
are illustrated in Figure 6.3 and described
below:
Stage 1: The first stage is to decide whether or
not to support all systemsin a back-upsituation.
Where systemsare closely interlinked, it may
be more effective to leave them that way and
plan to back them all up. Otherwise, those that
it is most critical to recover should be identified.
Stage 2: The secondstageis to produce a back-
up plan. Many organisations have prepared
back-up plansfor recovering immediately after
a disaster; fewer have plansfor using back-up
facilities for an extended period and then
returning to normal working.

Stage 3: Stage 3 is concerned with testing the
immediate back-up process. Where mutual
back-up arrangements have been made with
another organisation, the partner will almost
certainly have to go into a back-up support
situation too, becauseit is unlikely that it will
have enough capacity to runall applications.It
maytherefore be necessary to run extra shifts,
to abandon some applications, or to accept
slower response times. This needs to be planned
for as well. It is important to test the plan
regularly, since back-up plans rarely work
properly first time.
Stage 4: Stage 4 is concerned with recovering
from a disaster, such as that shown in
Figure 6.4, which meansthat back-upfacilities
will be required for an extended period. In such
a case, the planning andtesting undertaken at
Stages 1, 2, and 3 should ensure adequateshort-
term recovery. The problem is that Stage 3
cannot last for ever ♥ back-up contracts are
typically for a few weeks only. A longer-term
back-upplan is also needed. Typical solutions
are some form of portable cabin located ina car
park, spare office space that could be turned
into a temporary computer room,or reliance on
speedy removal of damaged equipment and
renovation of damagedfacilities. The choice
must be made during Stage 2. Computer systems
(even mainframes) may be replaced fairly
quickly, assuming that a replacement is
available. In the area of telecommunications,
however, racks of modems, front-end pro-
 

  
Figure 6.3 There are five stages involved in recovery planning
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Figure 6.4 A major disaster will mean that back-up

facilities will be required for an
extended period

em

 

cessors, multiplexors, and so on, comé from a
variety of suppliers and are more difficult to
replace quickly. Efforts should therefore be
madeto locate computer equipment separately
from telecommunications equipment, and per-
haps, to locate the telecommunications equip-
ment in two separate roomsto reducethe risk
of total loss.
Stage 5: Stage 5 is concerned with returning
from the temporary facilities established in
Stage 4 to a normal working environment.
Physically, this is quite straightforward ♥ it is
simply a question of ensuring that the measures
taken in Stage 4 do not interfere too seriously
with those in Stage 5. The more difficult
problemis bringing together systems that have
been separated during the back-up process.
Major gaps in data files may, for instance,
severely affect forecasting and accounting
systems. Systems managers will have to strike
a balance between, on the one hand, the
amount of labour required to return to normal
working and the businessrisk involved, and the
likelihood of the event ever occurring, and on
the other, the cost of a complete back-up
system.

Collection of evidence
To investigate security breaches properly, the
investigator must have experience with similar
problemssothatheis ina position to recognise
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the likely nature of the breach and to know
when further detailed expertise is necessary.
Systems managers do not generally have this
breadth of experience, particularly if the
investigation is likely to result in disciplinary
action or a prosecution. In such circumstances,
it may be necessary for the investigator and
technical experts to appear at a disciplinary
hearing or in a court of law. Not only must the
expertise and integrity of the investigator and
experts be beyond reproach, but they must be
able and willing to present evidence and to be
cross-examined.
To collect evidence that is adequate and
acceptable in a court of law requires detailed
legal and technical expertise. In particular, the
investigator may require the technical expert
to have very extensive experience of the
particular computer system and the software
involved. This is to ensure that all evidenceis
collected in an indisputably error-free manner,
and that, where necessary, those suspected of
breaching security are not alerted. This
requirement narrowsthefield considerably and
it may be wiser tolet the investigator(s) advise
on the choice of technical experts.

Use of experts
There is no compulsory licensing scheme for
computer security experts or even for security
experts in general. There are experts on
encryption, database security, the security of
specific operating systems, physical security,
and personnelsecurity. Thefield is so broad that
no individual will be skilled in all aspects of
security. In practice, therefore, Foundation
members should select security experts with
caution, choosing reputable people with
experience in the relevant industry sector or
area of special concern.
In someindustry sectors, where security is of
a particular concern ♥ banking andfinance, for
example ♥ there is a well developed security
culture, and well knownspecialists serve that
sector. Outside such sectors, the best way of
contacting a security expert is through auditors,
consultants, suppliers, and trusted industry
contacts.

Insurance cover
Insurance is an appropriate meansof reducing
the impact of a breach of security where the
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probability of an eventis low andthe resultant
claim is likely to be high.It is also appropriate
when the effectiveness of other counter-
measures is uncertain or when the counter-
measures are more expensive than the
insurance premiums.
The insurance of a computer system, in
particular, is a specialised business and is subject
to its own risks. Computer managers are seldom
experts in insurance, general insurance brokers
are not computer experts, and neither groupis
likely to have extensive experience of claims,or even of the losses that lead to claims. It is
important that both groups understand thenature and the limitations of the insurance
offered. Standard computer policies providecover for four main risks ♥ physical damage,interruption of business, employee fraud, andthird-party fraud, although in the latter case,the insurer may require the identity of thedefrauder to be established. This may proveimpractical where large networksare involved.

Particular attention should be paid to thequestion of insurance coverfor:
♥ Reinstatementof data (possibly from paperrecords).
♥ Accidental or malicious erasure or corruptionof data.
♥ Existing records being incompatible withnew hardware installed as part of therecovery process.
♥ Softwarecosts (new site licences and so on).
♥ Long periods of business interruption:
♥ Failure of utility services.
♥ Rental of replacement equipment.
As weexplained in Chapter 2, the risks to beinsured against should be identified by the riskanalysis exercise that underpins the systemssecurity policy.
 

Report conclusion
Security is essential to protect the confi-dentiality, integrity, and availability of com-puter systems and information. As businessesbecome increasingly dependent on theirinformation systems,it becomes more and morecritical to protect them from breaches ofsecurity. We have seen that while no system canever be totally secure, thereis plenty of scopefor most systems managers to improvesecuritywithin their organisations. There is, however,a limit to what systems managers alone can do.A widerperspective is required, and this mustbe driven from the top of the organisation. Apolicy is required to blend all aspects ofcorporate security into a coherent whole.
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Within the framework of a corporate securitypolicy, systems security must be managedlikeany otheraspect of systems activity. A sensiblesystemssecurity policy depends on developingand constantly improving the reliability ofmethodsof identifying sources of threats, ofapplying countermeasures to prevent breachesof security, and of detecting, and minimising theimpact of, those that do occur. Thisis a long-term and continuingprocess; political, business,legal, and cultural changes mean that systemssecurity procedures can never be consideredpermanent. Systems security must berecognised as an essential and integral elementof good systems management.
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One of the most interesting developments in
access-control systems and encryption over the
last few years has been the developmentof zero
knowledge systems (ZKS), also known (more
correctly) as Zero Transfer Systems.
Conventional encryption systems suffer from
two particular disadvantages.First, if the same
encryption method and key is used for a long
time,it becomeseasier for someone monitoring
communications to decode the information. This
is one of the reasons that encryption keys are
usually changed regularly. The act of changing
keys can, however, cause major administrative
difficulties, and it may be practically impossible
if very large numbers of users are involved.
Imagine, for example, the difficulty of a bank☂s
having to change the PINsof all cash dispenser
users.
Conventional access-control systems have to
rely on a certain degree of trust. Users of a
computer system, for example, have to trust
those running it not to steal their passwords
with the intention of masquerading as valid
users. Frequently, the implied level of trust
poses a small risk, but where high-value assets
are concerned, or where total trust in those
running the computer and communications
systems would be inappropriate, a better
schemeis required.
ZKS seek to address these disadvantages in two
ways ♥ first, by never giving away enough
information to enable the encryption scheme to
be decoded ♥ hence the term ZKS ♥ and
second, by randomly varying the point from
which the access-verification process begins.

ZKS applied to access control are frequently
based on smartcards, where the necessary
processing powerandsecure keys can be held
embedded within the smartcard☂s chip.
Applications proposed for ZKS smartcards have
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Appendix A
Zero knowledge systems

included electronic passports and subscription
services, such as information services and pay-
TV, as well as high-security access and entry-
control systems.
Several variations on ZKS are available. The
description below is of the Fiat-Shamir ZKS
protocol for a smartcard-based access-control
card.
A trusted card-recording centre ♥ possibly a
supplier ♥ takes a predetermineduseridentifier
and recordsit on the card, together with a small
number of encrypted codes (secrets) derived
from the useridentifier. Typically, some 20 or
so encrypted secrets will be recorded on the
card in such a way that they can never be read
from outside the card, but can be read by the
card☂s processing logic.
The cardis then issued to the user. How the user
identity is registered with the trusted centre or
service supplier depends on the application;
whethertheidentifieris ☁in clear☂ or encrypted
is not importantto this discussion. The trusted
centre passes certain mathematicaldetails to the
computer centre or service provider to which
the user will require access, but these details
inno wayrevealthe contentsof the user☂s card.
Indeed, they could be made public knowledge
without affecting security.
In use, the user (A) inserts the card into a
reader, which is in communication with the
computer centre or service provider (B). The
reader at A sends the user identifier to B,
together with an encrypted random number,
which determines the randomstarting point for
the verification. B uses the identity supplied by
A, together with the details provided by the
card supplier, to derive a series of numbers
related to the secret numbers held within A☂s
card. B sends back to A a random number,
which defines which of the secrets embedded
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in A☂s card B wishesto haveincludedin the next
step. A then performsa calculation involving
the random numberthat A first produced, the
random number provided by B, and the
appropriate secret numberencoded within A☂s
card. A passes the results of this calculation
back to B. Note that nothing about the
individual secrets has left the card, because the
secrets have been encoded with a random
number that is most unlikely ever to be
repeated.
Using the mathematical details provided by thecardissuer, B is able to confirm that the encoded ♥random number received from A, and the
results of A☂s calculations, combine to match thenumbers derived from the useridentity.
Eventhesecurity offered by this approach maybe insufficient, however.It is just conceivable
that A is attempting to mimic a valid smartcard
and has managedto guess or has replayed the
first calculation response correctly. To avoid
this, B can request A to generate a new random
starting number, and repeat the process as manytimes as necessary. Typically, the request/response sequence would be repeated 20 or so
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times for a high-security application. It isextremely unlikely that A could guess a largenumbercorrectly 20 times in a row.

The scheme, as described, does not protect Afrom B☂s replaying a given accessto itself atsome date in the future. B would, however,have to explain how the exact random numbersequences cameto be repeated, a most unlikelyevent unless B is acting fraudulently. A is,however, protected from B☂s repeating a
transaction sequence to a third party. This is
because B, not knowingthe secrets containedin A☂s card, could not guarantee to respondcorrectly to multiple random responses from athird party. A is further protected by the factthat fraudulent attempts by B or others willhave to have used A☂s identity. A could thenbe warnedof such fraudulent access attempts.
ZKSare an interesting and emerging area ofsecurity. Commercial interests arising from thelarge potential market for smartcards and thebenefits to be gained from patenting the variousapproaches to achieving ZKS security willensure intense developmentin this area.
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Appendix B
Development of international standards for

The provision of strong security goes to the
heart of systems design. It is appropriate there-
fore that systems security is an increasingly
important topic among the international
standards-making bodies. However,in view of
the all-pervasive nature of security, responsi-
bility for the many aspects of security standards
rests with many committees within the
standards organisations. Their work is described
below.
The International Standards Organisation (ISO),
in conjunction with the International Electro-
technical Commission (IEC), has set up a Joint
Technical Committee (JTC-1) to address a wide
range of IT standards requirements, including
security. There are seven subcommittees (SCs)
within ISO/IEC JTC-1 dealing with security-
related matters, as shown in Figure A.1. Of
these, SC27 has specific responsibility for IT
security techniques. Several other ISO and IEC
technical committees also have aninterestin,
or specific responsibility for, security standards
and they too are shownin Figure A.1.
The CCITT (International Telephone & Tele-
graph Consultative Committee) is also heavily
involved with security-standards work. CCITT
is structured into study groups, one of which
(SGVI]) is responsible for security standards.
CCITT☂s primary concern has been related to
security in wide-area networks and messaging
systems, but with the advent of public-
messaging and EDI services, its work has
becomeclosely linked to that of ISO/IEC.
Within Europe, the European Computer Manu-
facturers Association (ECMA) has mirrored
ISO/IEC and CCITT developments, although
ECMAhascontinuedto evolve its own security
standardsvia its technical committee structure,
shownin Figure A.2, overleaf. The European
Telecommunications Institute (ETSD and the
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European Workshop for Open Systems (EWOS)
are also active in the security-standardsfield,
and their workis also summarisedin Figure A.2.
Also in Europe,the activities of CEN/CENELEC
(the standards-making body of the European
Commission) have been extended during 1989
 

Figure A.1 There are seven security-related sub-
committees within ISO/IEC JTC-1

SC6 OS lowerlayers
Subject: Security at OSI layers three and four
SC17 Identification cards
Subject: Smartcard security
SCc18 Text and office systems
Subjects: Secure message handling, distributed office

automation security, ODA (open document
architecture) security

S$C21 OSI architecture, management, and upperlayers
Subjects: OSI security architecture and open systems

frameworks, databases, management and
directories, FTAM and TP security, upper layer
security, ODP security

$C22 Languages
Subjects: Posix security
SC27 IT security techniques
Subjects: Cryptographic and non-cryptographic tech-

niques/mechanisms, and supporting security-
related functions, including authentication,
integrity, non-repudiation, modes of operation,
access control, and registration of algorithms.

S014 Representation of data elements
Subject: EDI security
Several other ISO and IEC technical committees also
have an interest in or responsibility for security:
♥ ISO/TC68 (Banking)is responsible for message

authentication, key management, PIN management,
and other financialtransaction security matters.

♥ |SO/TC46hasaninterest in information security for
library systems.

♥ |SO/TC154 hasaninterest in EDI security,
ISO/TC184 an interest in security related to industrial
automation, and IEC/TC65aninterest in security in Safety Related Control Systems.   
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Figure A.2 ECMA and ETSI haveseveral technical
committees working on security standards

ECMA
TC22 Security of database systems
TC29 ODA security
TC32 ISDN security, OSI lower layer security, security

framework, security protocols, data elements and
services, and so forth.

ETSI
TC/TE ☁Smartcard terminals
TC/GSM Mobile services
In addition, there is a joint ETSI/EWOS group working on an  X.400 MHSsecurity profile.
 

and 1990 to address security-standardsissues,
The immediate objective of CEN/CENELECis
to focus effort on the peareeic: of ISO/IEC,
CCITT, and ECMA work, in order to meet the
Commission☂s demand for specific European
standards.In this context, an Ad Hoc Group on
Security has been set up to recommendhow to
establish a comprehensive set of European
security standards based on available inter-
national standards and European pre-standards
(ENVs), where no appropriate standard already
exists. The work carried out by ETSI and EWOS
will be incorporated into the CEN/CENELEC
programme, as shownin Figure A.3.
 

coordinated programme
Figure A.3 CEN/CENELEC is recommending howto incorporate the work of the various standards bodies into a

Type of standards work
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Security-related standards workis also being
carried out within Europeanresearch projects
such as RACE, ESPRIT, COST, TEDIS, and
EUREKA,and the various national standards
bodies, such as AFNOR,BSI, and DIN.Industry-
specific security standards are also being
developed by organisations such as SWIFT(for
banking).
Other relevant work is being carried in the
United States by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), the American
Bankers Association (ABA), the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST),
and the Institute of Electrical & Electronic
Engineers (IEEE). The first three are
particularly concerned with the maintenance of
DESandits uses, with message authentication
and key management, and with EDI security.
NISTis also active in the OSI security arena. The
IEEEis concerned with the security of local area
networks, and with Posix security.
In summary,a great deal of work is being done
to create systems security standards. Much of
this is an essential first step to the wider use of
open networking and the more extensive
exploitation of integrated services. Overall,
there appear to be four main thruststo all this
work:
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CCITT is seeking to provide standards for
secure X.400 (message-handling) services and
X.500 (directory) services, to allow the PTTs
to provide data-messaging facilities and
electronic data interchange (EDI) services.
ISO is concentrating on vertical protocol
frameworksthat enable application services
to be implemented. This follows the success
that earlier protocol frameworks had in
making open-standard local area networks
viable in the commercial marketplace.

In the longerterm,the evolution of OSI will
lead to ☁open distributed processing (ODP)☂.
It is recognisedthat this is still some wayoff,
and that security forms only part of the much
larger task of implementing usable distri-
buted processing across disparate multi-
vendor hardware and software environ-
ments.

Complementing the technical developments
in standards work, there is work going on
within the European Community (Director-
ate General XIII) and within CEN/CENELEC
to determine the need for protective
legislation that will encompasssuchissues as
IT security and EDI.
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The Butler Cox Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managersresponsible for information managementin
major enterprises.It provides insight and guidance to
help them to manage information systems and
technology more effectively for the benefit of their
organisations.

The Foundation carries out a programmeof syndi-
cated research that focuses on the business implica-
tions of information systems, and on the management
of the information systems function, rather than on
the technology itself. It distributes a range of publica-
tions to its membersthat includes Research Reports,
Management Summaries, Directors☂ Briefings, and
Position Papers. It also arranges events at which
members can meet and exchange views,such as con-
ferences, managementbriefings, research reviews,
study tours, and specialist forums.

Membership of the Foundation
The Foundationis the world☂s leading programmeof
its type. The majority of subscribers are large organi-
sations seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developmentsin information technology. The mem-
bership is international, with more than 400 organi-
sations from over 20 countries, drawn from all sectors
of commerce; industry, and government. This gives
the Foundation a unique capability to identify and
communicate ☁best practice☂ between industry
sectors, between countries, andbetween IT suppliers
and users.

Benefits ofmembership
The list of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious ☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commented on the following benefits:
♥ Thepublicationsare terse, thought-provoking,

informative, and easy to read. They deliver alot
of message in a minimum of precious reading
time.

♥ The events combineaccess to the world☂s leading
thinkers and practitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchangeviewswith professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

♥ The Foundationrepresents a networkof systems
practitioners, with the power to connect
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager☂s own creativity and
business knowledge, Foundation membership
contributes to managerial success.
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